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Résumé

China is now building an astronomical observatory including a THz telescope at Dôme A

on the Antarctic plateau. The development of superconducting HEB (Hot Electron Bolometer)

mixers, the best choice for cohérent détection at frequencies beyond 1 THz, becomes

increasingly crucial. We présent in this manuscript the investigation of high-sensitivity

superconducting HEB mixers using quasi-optical technology in the THz région.

The main results of this study are as follows:

1) We developed a vector measurement System to measure the dielectric constant of

high-resistivity Silicon at 77 K and 295 K and at millimeter wavelengths. The

measured permittivity is adopted to simulate the far-fïeld beam pattern of our

quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixers.

2) We studied the far-fïeld beam pattern of a superconducting HEB mixer by using

both near-field heterodyne and far-field direct détection measurement System. The

measured results accord well with the simulation. We also investigated the effect of

HEB bias voltages and bath température on the far-field beam-pattem.

3) We successfully developed a high-sensitivity superconducting HEB mixer at 1.4

THz. The uncorrected measured double-sideband noise température is 600 K, which

is a state-of-the-art resuit at this frequency. We systematically characterized

heterodyne performances such as RF noise, conversion gain and noise bandwidth.

We also measured the frequency response and calibrated it with a new method.

Furthermore, we investigated the performance of this superconducting HEB device

integrated with different elliptical lenses.

4) Finally, we measured the noise performance and the frequency response of a HEB

mixer coupled to a 0.1-1.5 THz spiral antenna, the frequency dependence of the

noise température lias also been characterized.

This study has provided a further understanding of superconducting HEB mixers and

allowed the realization of a HEB mixer with state-of-the-art sensitivity at 1.4 THz. Hence the

results of this study can find good use in the 5 m terahertz telescope (DATE5) at Dôme A.
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Résumé en Français

La Chine est en train de construire un observatoire astronomique comprenant un

télescope dans le domaine THz au Dôme A en Antarctique. Le développement de mélangeurs

HEB (Bolomètre à Electron Chaud) à supraconducteur, le meilleur choix pour la détection

cohérente aux fréquences au-delà de 1 THz, devient de plus en plus crucial. Nous présentons

dans ce manuscrit une étude approfondie de mélangeurs HEB à supraconducteur à haute

sensibilité en utilisant la technologie quasi-optique.

Les principaux résultats de cette étude sont les suivants:

1) Nous avons développé un système de mesure vectorielle pour mesurer la constante

diélectrique du silicium à haute résistivité à 77 K et 295 K. La permittivité mesurée

est utilisée pour simuler le diagramme de rayonnement en champ lointain du

mélangeur HEB en configuration quasi-optique utilisant une lentille au Si.

2) Nous avons mesuré le diagramme de rayonnement en champ lointain d'un

mélangeur HEB à supraconducteur à la fois par le système de mesure hétérodyne en

champ proche et par le système de mesure de détection directe en champ lointain.

Les résultats de mesure concordent bien avec la simulation. Nous avons également

étudié l'effet de la tensions de polarisation et de la température de bain du HEB sur

le diagramme de rayonnement en champ lointain.

3) Nous avons développé avec succès un mélangeur HEB à supraconducteur à haute

sensibilité à 1,4 THz. La température du bruit mesurée non corrigée à double bande

latérale est de 600 K, qui se situe à l'état de l'art pour cette fréquence. Nous avons

caractérisé systématiquement les performances hétérodynes du mélangeur, comme

le bruit RE, le gain de conversion et la bande passante de bruit. Nous avons

également mesuré et calibré la réponse en fréquence du mélangeur par un nouveau

procédé. En outre, nous avons étudié la performance de ce mélangeur HEB en

l'intégrant avec différentes lentilles elliptiques.

4) Enfin, nous avons mesuré la performance en bruit et la réponse en fréquence d'un

mélangeur HEB couplé à une antenne spirale fonctionnant entre 0,1 et 1,5 THz, la
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dépendance en fréquence de la température de bruit a aussi été caractérisée.

Cette étude a fourni une meilleure compréhension des mélangeurs HEB à

supraconducteurs et a permis la réalisation d'un mélangeur HEB dont la sensibilité à 1,4 THz

atteint l'état de l'art. Ces résultats peuvent ainsi trouver un bon usage dans le télescope THz de

5 m (DATE5) au Dôme A en Antarctique.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Terahertz sciences

The terahertz (THz) radiation, covering the frequency range between 0.1 THz to 10 THz

(wavelength correspondingly ranges from 3 mm to 0.03 mm), falls in between infrared

radiation and microwave radiation in the electromagnetic spectrum (see in Figure 1.1).

The terahertz région occupies approximately half the total luminosity in universe after

the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation, about equal to that in the

ultraviolet/visible/near-IR band. In this frequency range lie a lot of vibration and absorption

lines of molécules which makes it interesting for deep space radio astronomy and for

spectroscopic analysis [1]. Besides applications in radio astronomy, the THz technology has

also been widely applied to other fields, e.g., atmospheric and environmental science, medical

and dental imaging, gene theory, communications and detecting the DNA sequence of virus

and bacteria. Astrophysics, Spectroscopy, medicine and security applications are only a few

areas in science and technology that show an increased interest in measurements in this

frequency range.

However, there are two factors restricting the development of terahertz technology: one

is the lack of high-sensitivity detecting technology and the other is water-vapor absorption in

atmosphère. The former one concems in particular the lack of terahertz source which

seriously restricts the development of heterodyne détection. The later one is mainly caused by

the interactions between THz wave and rotating molecular (mainly oxygen and water) and the

scattering of atmospheric particle [2],
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 1.1: Terahertz région in the electromagneîic spectrum.

1.1.1 Terahertz astronomy

Terahertz astronomy is becoming more and more important in observational astronomy

in the past two décades. Terahertz wave has higher interstellar pénétration and space

resolution than infrared and millimeter wave. In astrophysics, terahertz région is the most

important band for cold and dark matter research in universe since approximately half the

total energy of Milky Way and other spiral galaxies emits in this frequency. Therefore,

terahertz astronomy is of great importance for studying star and galaxy formation, cosmology,

etc.

The major research contents of terahertz astronomy include:

1) Cosmic Background Radiation: the research of cosmic background radiation (see in

Figure 1.2) in terahertz frequency can provide abundant information for cosmology.

2) Cool interstellar dust and early universe: according to Wein's displacement law of

radiation, the peak power of a 10 K blackbody radiation locates around 1 THz; the

radiation of early distant objects also falls in THz band due to the

Doppler shift effecto

3) Molecular and atomic spectral lines of fine construction: there are a great number of

individual spectral lines in THz band, only a few thousand of which, a small part of

the existing spectral lines, hâve been identified (see in Figure 1.3). These spectral
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lines can help scientists study the physical and Chemical characteristics of

astronomical objects and provide information for understanding the formation of

planets and stars.

Figure 1.2: Picture ofcosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation [3]

Figure 1.3: Schematic présentation ofa 30-K interste/lar molecular cloud. The spectrum

includes dust continuum, molecular rotation- and atomic fine-structure line émissions in the

THz régime (reprintedfrom [4]).

Since terahertz band plays an important rôle in modem astronomy, many countries hâve

built Earth-based or space-based observatories and developed high-sensitivity detectors for

them. However, THz signais are strongly absorbed by water vapor in atmosphère, they are
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obscured from most Earth-based observations (except fforn a very few high-altitude

observatories). This provides strong motivation for a number of existing or upcoming space

astrophysics instruments. Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) [5] is a

telescope set in a Boeing 747 aircraft. Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) [6],

covering the wavelength of 3.5-180 pm, is launched in 2003 by NASA. The most notably

instrument is Herschel [7] satellite launched in 2009 by ESA (see in Figure 1.4 left), which is

the largest sub-millimeter satellite and covers the frequency range of 0.48-1.91 THz by HIFI

instrument. The detectors of HIFI are superconducting SIS mixer and superconducting HEB

(Hot Electron Bolometer) mixer [8], which is the First time that superconducting THz

detectors are applied to space astronomy observation.

Although space telescope can avoid water vapor absorption in atmosphère, its small

aperture and short service life restrict the capacity of long time observation. Therefore,

building THz observatories in high-altitude and dry area becomes another kind of économie

and reliable choice. Many sub-millimeter (THz) and far-infrared (FIR) télescopes hâve been

built in recent years, e.g. Atacama Large Millimeter /sub-millimeter Array (ALMA) [9] and

CCAT [10] located on the Chajnantor plateau, at 5000 meters altitude in northem Chile (see

in Figure 1.4 right); South Pôle Telescope (SPT) [11], a 10 meter diameter telescope located

on the Antarctic Plateau at an altitude of 2800 m.

China is now building an astronomical observatory including a THz telescope at Dôme

A on the Antarctic plateau. As the highest point on the plateau (4092 m above the sea level),

Dôme A is likely to be the coldest and driest location on the planet, opening up new Windows

for terahertz astronomy. Meanwhile, the climate in Dôme A is very stable and the wind speed

is low. These unique features of climate and geography make Dôme A an excellent location

for a THz astronomical observatory, as already demonstrated by early site testing resuit [12].

The development of high-sensitivity detector is crucial for the observatory at Dôme A and

14
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Figure 1.4: (left) Herschel space telescope (crédit: ESA) and (right) Atacama Large

Millimeter Array (ALMA-provide by NAOJ)

Figure 1.5: Dôme A in Antarctic

1.1.2 Other applications of THz technology

In addition to astronomy, terahertz technology is rich in application in many other fields

[13]. The unique properties of terahertz wave can hâve a great effect on atmospheric

observation, communication, medical imaging, nondestructive testing, security etc. The main

applications are as follow:
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1) atmospheric observation:

The earth warming and the greenhouse effect are the biggest climate issues for

human now. Observing the change of atmospheric ozone layer is a major means to

monitor the greenhouse effect. OH group and HCl molécule play an important rôle

in the détérioration of the ozone layer. Both of them hâve spectrum lines in THz

band, this makes THz band crucial for monitoring the greenhouse effect. The

atmospheric research in THz band can help scientists establish an accurate model of

atmosphère and predict the destruction of atmospheric ozone layer and global

warming trend.

2) Terahertz imaging:

Because the rotation and vibration energy level of many important biological

macromolecules such as DNA, RNA and protein fall in THz band, scientists can use

THz wave to analyze or accurately adjust the structure and characteristic of

biological macromolecules. What’s more, THz radiation can also pass through

many materials used for packaging and clothing which, in recent years, attracted the

interest of security agencies ail around the world. By using sensitive THz detectors,

it is possible to measure the THz émission from a human body. Concealed objects

will (in contrast to the clothing which is transparent) show a different THz émission

than the rest of the body and thus can be detectcd even if they are beneath clothes. It

is also interesting for non-destructive material testing where transmission

measurements of THz radiation can reveal internai inclusions inside materials.

3) Terahertz communication:

Terahertz communication includes the advantages of microwave

communication and optical communication. It can provide a data rate as high as 10

Gb/s in wireless communication, the effective data transmission per second is more

than IT bit which is hundreds or even thousands of times faster than current ultra

broadband technology. At the same time, terahertz communication has better

secrecy and anti-jamming ability silice it has very high directivity and strong

pénétration in cloud. Comparing to optical communication, terahertz wave has

wider beam-pattem and lower quantum noise, so its antenna System can achieve
16



miniaturization and planarization.

Another important application of terahertz wave in communication technology is

the remote sensing and communication of re-entry air vehicle such as missiles,

satellites and spacecraft since terahertz wave won't be affected by the signal

interruption caused by air ionization.

1.2 Terahertz detecting technology

According to the différence of working mechanism, there are two kinds of terahertz

detecting technology: direct (incohérent) détection and heterodyne (cohérent) détection. In

this section, characterization techniques for both kinds of detectors are briefly discussed.

1.2.1 Direct (incohérent) détection

Direct detectors are not able to preserve the phase information of the incoming signal,

they only detect amplitude information and generate a DC voltage or current signal

proportional to the amount of the incoming signal power. The detector's sensitivity is

characterized by NEP (W/VHz), which is defined as the absorbed radiation power that

produces a signal to noise ratio of unity at the output of the detector in the bandwidth of one

hertz. Since direct detectors don't measure the phase information, its sensitivity isn't restricted

by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and has no upper limit. The main noise sources of a

direct detector System are thermal fluctuation noise [14], noise in follow up amplifiers and l/f

noise. Figure 1.6 schematically illustrâtes the process of a typical direct detector System. The

bandwidth of the System is determined by the RF filter and detector itself.

The most popular direct detector in THz band is transition edge bolometer (TES) [15].

Operation of this device is based on the sharp change of résistance of a superconductor at its

transition température. Such a bolometer can be put in the center of its transition région by

17



applying a suitable bias current. Thus, even a small amount of absorbed radiation can increase

the température of the bolometer such that it gives rise to a strong increase of résistance. Read

out electronics can react to this increase and decrease the bias current accordingly to keep the

bolometer at its transition edge point.

Incoherent/Direct Detector

Bandpass

Filter (THz)
Q-IOMO4

Figure 1.6: Schematic layout ofa direct detector System [16].

1.2.2 Heterodyne (cohérent) détection

Unlike direct detectors, heterodyne detectors can measure both amplitude and phase

information by mixing the incoming local oscillator (LO) signal and RF signal. Heterodyne

detectors are mainly used in high-resolution molecular and atomic spectrum observations, and

high space resolution interferometers. The detector's sensitivity is characterized by équivalent

noise température.

Figure 1.7 schematically illustrâtes the process of a typical heterodyne receiver. A weak

signal of interest at frequency (Os and a strong local oscillator signal coLO are coupled to

the mixer by a beam splitter. Then an amplitude modulation is generated since the mixer has a

strong nonlinear current-voltage characteristic. At the output of the mixer, the generated

modulations will contain many components at the frequencies mcoLO ± ncos for ail integers

m and n. In most practical cases, we are only interested in the component at the frequency

coIF = \coLO — cos\, which is called intermediate frequency. The intermediate frequency is

amplified by a low noise amplifier and then be analyzed by a spectrum analyzer. A low pass

18



filter is commonly placed between the IF amplifier and the spectrum analyzer to make sure

that only the IF part of the signal is coupled out and that the other frequencies are rejected.

Local Oscillator (toLO)

Figure 1.7: Schématie layout ofa heterodyne detector System, the two signais are

superimposed on a mixer. At the IF outputport, the signal is amplified andfilteredfirst and

then measured by a spectrum analyzer [16].

The équivalent noise température of total receiver System can be expressed as:

T T
T =Tdc+-^-+ ,f

rec RF

Grf GmGRF
(1-1)

where Trec is the équivalent receiver noise température, TRF is the noise température of the

RF optics, Tn is the noise température of mixer itself whose upper limit is determined by

quantum limit (hco / 2kB), TIF is the input noise température of the IF amplifier, GRF is

the gain of RF optics, Gm is the conversion gain of the mixer. It is obvious that the noise

température and conversion gain of mixer is particularly important in a heterodyne receiver

System. Here we briefly présent three heterodyne detectors in THz frequency:

Schottky-barrier diodes, superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) junctions and hot

électron bolometers (HEB).

a) Schottky-barrier diodes:

Schottky-barrier diodes are the most commonly used heterodyne detectors

before superconducting detectors appeared. The most significant advantage of

Schottky-barrier diodes is that they can work over a wide température range with
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good sensitivity and do not require cooling to cryogénie températures. They can

therefore be utilized where cryogénie cooling is not possible or unfavorable. They

can also work over a wide frequency range (up to several THz) with good stability.

The major disadvantage of Schottky-barrier diodes is that the receiver noise

température increases rapidly with frequency, especially beyond 1 THz. Another

disadvantage is that Schottky-barrier diodes require a relatively high level of LO

power (typically a few milliwatt) [17], which is difFicult to achieve in most THz

astronomy observations.

b) Superconductor-insulator-superconductor j unctions :

Superconducting SIS mixers consist of two superconductors separated by a

very thin (only several atoms thick) layer of insulator, typically an oxide. The basis

of mixing mechanism in SIS junction is the photon assisted tunneling of

quasiparticles. Superconducting SIS mixer is the most sensitive detector at

frequencies below 1 THz, the noise température is only 3~5 times of quantum limit

at frequencies below 0.7 THz [18]. Meanwhile, Superconducting SIS mixer has

wide IF bandwidth (more than dozens of GHz) and high conversion gain (about 0

dB), the requirement of LO power is small too. However, the application of SIS

mixers is limited by its gap frequency that is determined by the material of

superconductor (~ 0.7 THz for Niobium). The mixing performance will be degraded

when the working frequency is beyond the gap frequency and is expected to

dégradé sharply at twice this frequency.

c) Superconducting Hot-Electron Bolometers (HEB)

Superconducting HEB mixers are currently the most sensitive detectors at

frequencies beyond 1 THz. It normally consists of a very thin strip of

superconductor placed between two bulky électrodes made of normal métal. The RF

signal is coupled to the mixer via a planar antenna or waveguide. A DC bias voltage

or current is also applied to the HEB device to keep it in résistance States, thus the

device is heated close to its critical température Tc and has the sharpest rise of the

résistance for mixing.

In contrast to superconducting SIS mixers, superconducting HEB mixers don't
20



suffer from a cut-off frequency set by the superconductor’s energy gap (gap

frequency). It has the lowest noise température at frequencies beyond 1 THz (see in

Figure 1.8), nearly 10 times of quantum limit. Moreover, the LO power requirement

for HEB mixers is very low. A minimal LO power requirement of 30 nW has been

experimentally demonstrated [20]. Although the IF instantaneous bandwidth of

superconducting HEB mixers has been found to be on the order of several GHz, it is

enough for many astronomical applications. Overall, the superconducting HEB

mixer is the most sensitive receiver for cohérent détection at frequencies beyond 1

THz.

LO Frequency (THz)

Figure 1.8: Receiver noise température as afunction offrequencyfor three types ofdevices

widely used in THzfrequency range [21].

1.3 Background and future of superconducting HEB mixers

Bolometer is a device for measuring the power of incident electromagnetic radiation via

the heating of a material with a temperature-dependent electrical résistance. In 1959, Boyle
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put a bolometer based on carbon into practice for the first time, opening the door of

applications of bolometer in many fïelds. More recently, a lot of attention has been attracted

by superconducting hot électron bolometers [22, 23], which consist of a very thin

superconducting film. In recent years, the superconducting HEB mixer has achieved a

working frequency of 5.25 THz [24], and been selected for many ground based [25, 26] and

space télescopes [27].

Despite the undeniable advantages of the HEB mixers compared with other receivers

operated at frequencies higher than 1 THz, further work is carried out to optimize the basic

characteristics of mixer such as the noise température and conversion band. At présent, the

conversion band of practical HEB receivers does not exceed 4 GHz since the électron

response time is limited to 50 ps [28]. The lowest noise température of superconducting HEB

mixer is only 10 times of quantum limit and can be further optimized.

Higher frequency and larger scale (multi-pixel) are also the research direction of HEB

mixers. Progress towards much higher working frequency of superconductor HEB mixers is

possible by decreasing the contact loss of the mixers with intcgrated antenna or by a

direct-absorption design [29]. Large arrays of heterodyne detectors at submillimeter

wavelengths are important for higher sensitivity, greater mapping speed, large scale mapping

ability, and video rate imaging capability. Passive and/or active heterodyne large focal plane

imaging arrays would hâve profound impact on medical diagnostics, explosive détections, and

astrophysical imaging applications [30],

1.4 Thesis overview

In this thesis, we mainly focus on the development of high-sensitivity superconducting

HEB mixers for astronomical observation in THz band. China is now building an

astronomical observatory including a THz telescope at Dôme A on the Antarctic plateau.

Therefore the development of superconducting HEB mixers, the most sensitive for cohérent

détection at frequencies beyond 1 THz, becomes increasingly crucial. The main works of this
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study include: 1) dielectric constant measurements of commonly used materials in THz band;

2) measurements and simulations of far field beam patterns of a quasi-optical

superconducting HEB mixer; 3) development and characterization of a high-sensitivity

superconducting HEB mixer at 1.4 THz; 4) design and characterization of a 0.1-1.5 THz

spiral antenna coupled superconducting HEB mixer. The content of each chapter is as follows:

Chapter 1 gives an introduction about the characteristics, scientific significance and

application prospect of THz band and THz detecting technology. Then the background and

development tendency of superconducting HEB mixers and the motivation of this thesis are

discussed.

Chapter 2 describes the operation principle and main characteristics of superconducting

hot électron bolometer mixers.

In chapter 3 we first describe the structure of quasi-optical HEB mixer using a dielectric

lens integrated with a planar antenna. Then we explain two simulation methods of far-field

beam pattern of the quasi-optical configuration and compare their advantages.

Chapter 4 présents the measurements performed with a vector measurement System for

material permittivity and analyzes the influence of different dielectric constants on the

far-field beam pattern of our quasi-optical structure using the dielectric lens. Two

measurement Systems using either near-field heterodyne and far-field direct détection are

developed to measure the far-field beam pattern of a superconducting HEB mixer. The

measurement results are presented and analyzed.

Chapter 5 details the design, the fabrication and the characterizations of a 1.4 THz twin

slot antenna coupled superconducting HEB mixer. The heterodyne performances, RF and DC

characteristics as well as the methods of characterization of this mixer are presented.

Furthermore, the influence of lens’ parameters on the performance of this mixer is discussed.

In chapter 6, we report on the DC characteristic, noise température and IF noise

bandwidth of a 0.1-1.5 THz spiral antenna coupled superconducting HEB mixer, and compare

the spectral responses measured in both direct détection mode and heterodyne mode.

Chapter 7: we conclude the thesis with a summary about what is achieved in this work

and a short outlook.

This work is carried out at LERMA of Observatoire de Paris in France and at Millimeter
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and Sub-Millimeter Lab of Purple Mountain Observatory in China. This work is supported by

the Eiffel Excellence Scholarship and the China-France Joint Doctoral Promotion

Programme.
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Chapter 2

Theory of Superconducting HEB

Mixers

2.1 Basic principle of bolometer

Bolometer is a device for measuring the power of incident electromagnetic radiation via

the heating of a material with a temperature-dcpendent electrical résistance. The first

bolometer, consisted of two platinum strips covered with lampblack, was developed

by Samuel Pierpont Langley in 1878 as a tool to measure the infrared spectrum of the sun [1].

Today, most bolometers use semiconductor or superconductor absorptive éléments. These

devices can be operated at cryogénie températures, enabling significantly greater sensitivity.

Since bolometers hâve no limit to working frequency, they are widely used in remote sensing

satellites and astronomical observations.

In this chapter, we first describe the basic operation principle of a bolometer. The most

important figures of merit like sensitivity and response time of the bolometer are derived and

explained. The spécial case of the superconducting hot-electron bolometer is introduced and

explained. In the second part, we présent the theory and mixing characterization of

superconducting hot-electron bolometer in detail. In the last part of the chapter the theoretical

models of superconducting HEB mixer are presented.
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2.1.1 Basics of operation

A bolometer consists of an absorptive element, such as a thin layer of métal, connected

to a thermal réservoir (a body of constant température) through a thermal link. Any radiation

impinging on the absorptive element raises its température above that of the réservoir. The

température change can be measured directly with an attached résistive thermometer, or the

résistance of the absorptive element itself can be used as a thermometer. A schematic view of

the basic components of a bolometer is shown in Figure 2.1.

When radiation power P from an incident signal is absorbed by the absorber, the

produced heat is transferred to the thermal mass. Then the thermal mass will be heated up to a

température T depending on the amount of power absorbed by its heat capacity C. The

température différence between the non-irradiated State and the irradiated State is proportional

to the power of the absorbed radiation. To relax back into its initial State the bolometer body

is coupled to a thermal bath. The thermal coupling is described by the thermal conductance G,

which govems the time that the heat can be removed from the thermal mass.

Power P

Thermal Mass

Heat Capacity C

Temparature T

Thermal Réservoir

Figure 2.1: Conceptual schematic ofa bolometer [2J.
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There are three key figure-of-merits of bolometers: response time, noise équivalent

power (NEP) and voltage responsivity.

The time dépendent behavior of a bolometer that absorbs ail incoming radiation can be

described according to [3] using the thermal balance équation of the System:

f/TT

Ps = GAT + C—— (2.1)
dt

here Ps is the absorbed incoming radiation power, AT = T — Th, T is the température of

bolometer after absorbing the incoming radiation, Tb is the température of the thermal

réservoir.

The speed of this température change or its inverse, the response time T in which the

bolometer can relax to its equilibrium State is defined by the ratio between the conductance G

C
and heat capacity C of the bolometer body as : r = —.

G

When a bolometer is irradiated by a radiation source with a modulated amplitude, the

température change of bolometer will also be modulated. Assume the power of the incoming

radiation consists of a constant part and a variation part, it can be written as

Ps = P0 + AP(cot) . Using this équation and Eq. 2.1, the température response of the

bolometer AT to the incoming radiation power

AT
&P Gp+

where co is the modulation frequency of the output power. Eq. 2.2 also describes the thermal

sensitivity Sth of the bolometer to incoming radiation.

AP can be calculated:

1

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a direct detector can be defined as:

P.
SNR =

NEP
pï* (2.3)

where Tml is the effective intégration time, the factor 2 is chopping efficiency (50%).

The noise équivalent power (NEP) is defined as the signal power that gives a

signal-to-noise ratio of one in a one hertz output bandwidth. Using this définition, Eq. 2.3 and

Ps = 2kBTsÀv (Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, factor 2 represents two polarizations), we can

get the expression of NEP:
29



(2.4)NEP = 2kBT^vpT~t

where Av is bandwidth and is proportional to NEP.

The voltage responsivity (electrical sensitivity) Sv of a résistive bolometer is defined

as the ratio of the change of the detector voltage AV to the change of radiation power AP.

Taking Eq. 2.2, the sensitivity can be written as:

The voltage responsivity Sv and noise équivalent power (NEP) can be related by équation

V
NEP = —- , where Vn is the measured noise voltage.

Bolometer can work in both direct and heterodyne détection mode. When it opérâtes as a

direct detector, the voltage responsivity needs to be optimized to maximum. According to Eq.

response time r , and then decrease the voltage responsivity. Therefore, we normally reduce

the area of detector to decrease its heat capacity C and keep response time r as small as

possible. When bolometer opérâtes as a mixer, the thermal response time détermines the IF

instantaneous bandwidth of the mixer. In order to hâve shorter response time t, the thermal

conductance G should be increased.

2.1.2 Superconducting Hot-Electron Bolometers

The signal power of many interesting applications in the THz frequency range is very

small which makes it difficult to be detected. So there is a need for very sensitive detectors.

One kind of detector that can satisfy this need is the superconducting Hot-Electron Bolometer

Figure 2.2 illustrâtes a two dimensional cross-section of a typical superconducting

Hot-Electron Bolometer. The HEB device is indeed made of a superconductor thin film

(2.5)

2.5, thermal conductance G should be reduced. But the decrease of G will also increase the

(HEB) [4].
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(micro-bridge) and a planar antenna integrated on a dielectric highly résistive substrate. The

superconducting thin film is usually connected with two métal pads and is coupled to the

input radiation via an on chip antenna or a mechanical waveguide.

Antenna

Microbridge

Figure 2.2: Schematic ofa superconducting Hot-Electron Bolometer

Figure 2.3 illustrâtes a thermal transfer model in a superconducting thin film [5]. The

film is assumed to consist of two separate Systems, one is électron System and the other is

phonon System. Each System has a température of Tph and Te. The substrate has a

température of Ts. The thermal transfer between électron System and phonon System can be

represented by the thermal résistance Re_ h , and the thermal transfer between phonon System

and substrate can be represented by the thermal résistance Rph_s. For traditional bolometer

(operating at room température), the thermal résistance Re_ph between électrons and

phonons is extremely small due to the large phonon density. This means the interaction time

between électrons and phonons is very short, and results a very fast thermal transfer between

électron System and phonon System. Therefore, the induced température différence between

électrons and phonons can be negligible. However, it is completely different for bolometer

based on superconducting material. When the bolometer is refrigerated to température lower

than the critical température of superconductor, the phonon density will decrease greatly,
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resulting in a much longer interaction time and a larger thermal résistance R h. When the

bolometer absorbs the incoming power, the thermal energy can break the Cooper-pair and

form quasi-particles first and then can excite these quasi-particles to create "hot électrons". In

this case, the température of électrons is substantially higher than that of phonons, which is

referred to as hot électron effect.

Figure 2.3: Schematic depiction ofthe thermal transfer in a hot-electron bolometer.

2.1.3 Phonon-cooled & diffusion-cooled HEB

According to the cooling mechanism, there are two types of superconducting

hot-electron bolometer: phonon-cooled HEB [4] and diffusion-cooled HEB [7].

This thesis is focused on the phonon-cooled HEB, in which the hot électrons are cooled

down by the interactions between électrons and phonons in the superconductor and then the

energy is transferred to the substrate. The thermal time constant Tth for a phonon-cooled

HEB mixer is detemiined by the electron-phonon interaction time r A and the escape time

Tesc of phonons into the substrate:

Tth ~ Te-ph +
C

C
Ph

(2.6)

where Ce and Cph is the spécifie heat of électron and phonon respectively. Tlh and t h

mainly dépend on the materials and the structure of the microbridge. For a NbN microbridge,

the electron-phonon interaction time re_ph is commonly estimated to be less than 15 ps,

corresponding to an instantaneous bandwidth of 10 GHz. Nevertheless, the relatively long
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escape time of phonons resc will limit the bandwidth to 4-5 GHz.

The diffusion-cooled HEB was proposed by Prober in 1993 for the first time. For this

kind of HEB, the absorbed energy will diffuse into the contact pads rapidly before the phonon

scattering event takes place. Therefore, the length of the microbridge L is much shorter than

the electron-phonon scattering length Xth, which is defined as:

\h ~ pre_ph (2.7)

here D is the electronic diffusion constant.

The thermal time constant for a diffusion-cooled HEB is determined by length of the

microbridge L and the electronic diffusion constant D:

L1
Tdiff ~

H D
(2.8)

In conclusion, the heat has two different paths (indicated by the red arrows in Figure 2.4)

to leave the System. Both of these cooling mechanisms are présent in every bolometer, but

depending on the size and the material one of the two is dominant.

Figure 2.4: Sketch of the detector area ofa typical Hot-Electron Bolometer and the thermal

transfer direction of two kind ofHEB [8].
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2.2 Mixing characteristics of HEB mixers

The superconducting HEB mixer always opérâtes at a cryogénie température (cooling to

its superconducting State) to achieve high performance mixing. Usually, it is also electrically

biased for adjusting its working State [9]. There are three States in a superconducting HEB

device at a cryogénie température: superconducting State, résistive State and normal State.

These States can be distinguished from both current-voltage (I-V) curve and

resistance-temperature (R-T) curve, as shown in Figure 2.5. In the typical I- V curve, the HEB

device is in superconducting State at the lower voltages, the current increases rapidly with the

increasing voltage until it reaches a maximum value (critical current Ic). Then the current

decreases due to the absorption of DC power by the microbridge, which results in a dynamic

négative résistance and an instable région in the I-V curve. This région is corresponding to the

résistive State of the HEB device and is where HEB device normally opérâtes. When the bias

voltage increases highly enough, the HEB device becomes normal conducting (normal State)

and the superconducting properties disappear.
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Figure 2.5: Typical current versus voltage (I-V) curve (upper) and résistance versus

température (R-T) curve (lower) ofa superconducting HEB mixer [6],

2.2.1 Mixing theory in bolometers

When a bolometer is fed by two signais with very close frequencies, it can operate in

heterodyne mode. If we assume the local oscillator (LO) frequency is coLO, RF signal

frequency is coRF , then the voltage across the bolometer is:

Vg(l) — cos{co^qF) + VRF cos(^coRFt') (2.9)

where VL0 and VRF are the voltage components of the LO and RF signal. If the résistance

of bolometer is R0, the total instantaneous power dissipated by the bolometer can be

expressed as [11]:

V2
no=—

2Rn
(2.10)

Substituting Eq. 2.9 into Eq. 2.10, the équation can be rewritten as:

P(t) =
Ro

y2 +v2 y
r i n ' r p ir r i

+ cos(2coIC)t) + -jj- cos(2coRFt) + 2VloVRF
cos(coLO + co^ )t + cos(coLO - coRF )t
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(2.11)

Here PLO = —^ and are the average absorbed LO power and RF signal power
Ro

respectively. In practice, RF signal power is usually much smaller than the LO power, i.e.

Php « PLO. Therefore, each PRF component in Eq. 2.11 can be neglected. Since the

response time t is small, bolometer can't follow the température change at frequencies:

2û)rf , 2coLO and coLO + Cù^. It can only response the change of électron température at

the intermediate frequency coIF = |Côlo —coRF |. Therefore, Eq. 2.11 can be written as:

2.2.2 Conversion efficiency

The conversion efficiency is an important parameter for characterizing the mixing

performance of superconducting HEB mixers. It is defined as the ratio of intermediate

frequency power to input signal power [12]:

where P/F is the IF output power delivered to the load and Ps is the signal power absorbed at

the mixer input.

Eq. 2.13 only illustrâtes the intrinsic conversion gain of a superconducting HEB device,

while the total gain of a mixer System includes RF optical loss and IF gain too. The intrinsic

conversion gain of a HEB device can be derived from the équivalent circuit in Figure 2.6 [13].

The main idea of the dérivation is that the HEB device is assumed to be a résistance changing

with the total power (including bias, RF signal and local oscillator power) and determined by

the time constant of the device.

In this équivalent circuit, the DC component in Eq. 2.12 is blocked out by the

capacitance C. Therefore, active radiation power can be rewritten as:

(2.12)

(2.13)
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APrf = 2\lPLOPse (2.14)j(o,Ft

we also assume there is an initial bias current I0 and voltage V0 on the HEB device, then the

DC résistance of the device is 7^ = V0 / 70.

/ biock

AR

P(f) “ PLO + 2 yjP10PRF COS((0,p t) 10 ”AI

C block

Al

Bolometer

Figure 2.6: Equivalent circuit ofa superconducting HEB mixer.

When the HEB device absorbs the LO and RE signal power, its résistance increases by

AR . This small résistance results a current change AI across the HEB device. The current

change also flows through the IF load résistance RL and is modulated by IF frequency.

Therefore, the DC power change can be written as:

AP* = (VQ + AV)(I0 -AI) = I0AV- V0AI (2.15)

Since the load résistance RL = AV / AJ , Eq. 2.15 can be rewritten as:

APdc = IqRlAI - VQÀI (2.16)

The change of the device résistance Aft due to the change in incident radiation power APRF

and in DC power AP/rcan be written in tenus of the heating capacities as:

AR = CRFAPRF+CdcAPdc
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here —
AR

AR
RF

and C
AR

AP*-0
AP

de 0

What's more, the voltage change on HEB device should be the same with that on IF load

résistance, then we hâve AV = RLAI = 10AR - R^AI (neglect the minimal termA/AP).

Substituting Eq. 2.17 into this formula, we can hâve:

RLU = I0(CRF&PRF+CdcAPJ-R,AI (2.18)

Substituting Eq. 2.18 into Eq. 2.16, the current change AI can be expressed as:

AI =
IQCrfAPrf

(2.19)

*0

Combining Eq. 2.19, Eq. 2.13 and the formula PJF = R, AI2 /2, the conversion gain can

be expressed as:

r/ =
Pif _ ^CrfRlPlo

(Ro + RlŸ
(l + C*/0

*0 Pl

Pi)+RL
(2.20)

Note that the heating capacities CRF and Cd hâve a frequency dependence determined by

the électron relaxation time T0, and can be given by:

CRf (^) —
ÇRF(C0 = 0)

\ + jcOTe

Cdc{co = 0)de

l + ja>Tg
(2.21)

Therefore, the final expression of conversion gain including frequency dependence can be

given by:

9 i1r'1 p p
z‘I0^'RFIXLrL

n =
LO

(*0 + rly
(1+c*/0

2 ^ Pl \-2 ( 1

Pi) + Pi
n

i+«*
) (2.22)

where r . is the mixing time constant and can be written as

r .
e

mix p p

l + C I2 Pv-
^0

(2.23)
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When a superconducting hot-electron bolometer opérâtes as a heterodyne mixer, three

factors can affect its sensitivity: bath température T, absorbed LO power PL0 and DC bias

VheB • T° better understand the complex physical interactions that govem the HEB mixer, we

depict in Figure 2.7 a graphical représentation of the HEB device physics. DC bias is in the

horizontal direction and applied LO bias in the vertical direction. At the lower left corner is

the intrinsic device résistance R(T) at température T. At the lower right is R(T,I^EB), the

résistance as a function of température T and HEB's de current IdfEB . At the top is

I(V^b,Plo) , which is the current voltage characteristic as a function of bias voltage V^EB

and local oscillator power Plo. The dashed curve follows the HEB mixer conversion gain. It is

easy to find from Figure 2.7 that the conversion gain of the mixer is strongly dépendent on

these three factors..

I(Vdc P )
vHl£B ’ *LO '

Figure 2.7: Diagram ofvarious processes in superconducting HEB mixer, the dashed cur\>e in

the middle ofthe triangle indicates the conditionfor optimal mixer gain [10J.

Figure 2.8 shows four T-V curves under various LO pump conditions and the optimal

bias région of a superconducting HEB device. The optimal bias région normally locates where

the négative résistance région disappears. The optimal bias voltage is normally set to about

39
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Figure 2.8: Four I- V curves as afunction ofLO power.

2.2.3 Noise in HEB mixer

Hot-electron bolometers are used for measurement of very weak energy signais. The

ultimate limiting factor in signal measurement is the noise generated by the receiver System

and the background noise of the incoming radiation. When the noise signal is larger than the

incoming radiation, no measurements are possible. Thus for the measurement of small signais

the réduction of the noise is of great importance.

According to the noise mechanism, there are several kinds of noise in a receiver System:

Johnson-Nyquist noise, thermal fluctuation noise, quantum noise, shot noise and Flicker noise

(1/fnoise).

Among these noises, the 1/f noise can be neglected at THz frequencies since it is

inversely proportional to frequency and mainly impacts at low frequencies.

The shot noise cornes from the random motion of electric charge. It is a type

of electronic noise which can be modeled by a Poisson process. In electronics, shot noise

originates from the discrète nature of electric charge. Shot noise is a static white noise which

is independent with frequency and température. The power of shot noise can be expressed as:
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(2.24)(P„)sk,^~/R = \eIdBR
where e is the charge, Idc is de current, B is noise bandwidth, i2 = 2eIdcB is the

root-mean-square current of shot noise [15]. In a superconducting HEB device, the shot noise

is mainly caused by the discontinuity of barriers between HEB device and two électrodes. The

équivalent noise température of shot noise can be expressed as [16]:

_ <£, W _ eLkR
T =
1 shot

kBB 2kB
(2.25)

In a superconducting HEB device, the barrier résistance R is only several ohms, so the shot

noise can be neglected too.

Besides 1/f noise and shot noise, Johnson-Nyquist noise and thermal fluctuation noise

are two major noise sources in a superconducting HEB mixer. In the optimum operation

région, the latter one is usually dominant. At THz frequericies, the quantum fluctuation of the

input signal, regarded as quantum noise, also becomes increasingly important as the

frequency rises.

Johnson-Nyquist noise:

Johnson-Nyquist noise was first measured by John B. Johnson at Bell Labs in 1926. It is

the electronic noise generated by the thermal agitation of the charge carriers (usually the

électrons) inside an electrical conductor at equilibrium, which happens regardless of any

applied voltage. The Johnson-Nyquist noise in an idéal resistor is approximately white,

meaning that the power spectral density is nearly constant throughout the frequency spectrum.

When limited to a finite bandwidth, Johnson-Nyquist noise has a nearly Gaussian amplitude

distribution.

Johnson-Nyquist noise is distinct from shot noise. The équivalent voltage source of the

noise of a résistance R with a température of T can be expressed as [17]:

(v„2) = 4kJBR (2.26)

Where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, B is bandwidth.

Figure 2.9 shows the équivalent circuit of the HEB mixer for modeling Johnson noise
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[12]. If HEB device has a température of Te and a résistance of Rn, the équivalent voltage

source of the noise on HEB device can be given by:

(v2) = 4kJ'BR» (2.27)

Then the total dissipated power in the HEB mixer can be given by:

P0+AP = (RÜ + AR)(I0 - AI)2 + v„ (70 - AI) (2.28)

The second item on the right side of Eq. 2.28 represents the power of thermal noise, which is

shown in Figure 2.9 by voltage source of the noise v„. Expanding Eq. 2.28 and ignoring the

second order of small signal terms, we can get:

P0+AP = VJ -2/cAA/ + ARI2 + vnI0 (2.29)

Separating the small signal and large signal parts yields:

AP = ARI2 - 2/^A/ + v„/0 (2.30)

AR
Substituting AP = into Eq. 2.30 and solving for AR :

C
de

_ E/oQ/c 2/q/^qA/C^

i-Vî

The voltage across the HEB device for a small signal can be expressed as:

K + AF = (Rq +AR)(I0 —AI) + vn

Solving for AV:

AV = -AIR» + 70A^ + v„ = AIRl

Substituting Eq. 2.33 into Eq. 2.31 for solving AI :

AI =

(r.+r^i-cj^A-A)
Kl+K0

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

With this expression, the output Johnson-Nyquist noise power can be simply expressed as:

^(Av„2)
pr=rl (m2)=

((?0 + /?,)2(l-C0/2§--^)2
Kl, + Ko

(2.35)
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(2.36)P~ = RAtJ‘) =
RL*4kBT,BR0

(R„+Rlf(l-CaI1aIf-—)2
= kBBT°“

*,+*0

where Tjf is the Johnson-Nyquist output noise température and can be expressed as:

rpOUl
1 Jn ~

4W.

(R„+RLŸ(\-CJI^^-)2
(2.37)

Rl + ^o

It is obvious that the Johnson-Nyquist output noise of superconducting HEB mixer is

white noise and independent on the intermediate frequency. Nevertheless, the

Johnson-Nyquist noise at the input of the HEB mixer is different. It is dépendent on the IF

frequency since the conversion efficiency decreases when the IF frequency increases. The

double side band (DSB) input Johnson-Nyquist noise can be expressed as:

rpOUt
'T'in Jn R()Te n , „2 _2

Jn , J-—(1 + co:ft„.)
ry i2 p v Jr mixs
^'1 K-'RF1()rLO

(2.38)

Figure 2.9: Equivalent circuit ofthe HEB mixerfor modeling Johnson noise.

Thermal Fluctuation Noise:

The noise contributed by thermal fluctuations is a resuit of energy randomly flowing

between the thermal réservoir and the bolometer. It is caused by the transfer of energy in
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quantized units via quasiparticles, phonons or photons, and should clearly dépend on the

thermal conductance between the réservoir and bolometer. In a phonon-cooled

superconducting HEB mixer, the device is cooled by the heat transfer between

electron-phonon System and réservoir. During this process, the whole System generates

random thermal fluctuation that behaves as the fluctuation of électron température.

In a general System with a température T, a heat capacity C and a thermal conductance G,

the spectral density of température fluctuations is expressed as [18]:

In the superconducting HEB mixer, the thermal fluctuation noise is limited in frequency range

which is determined by the mixing time re . Therefore, Eq. 2.39 can be rewritten as:

When the LO power remains unchanged, the dissipated power in superconducting HEB

mixer including the change of DC power and the thermal fluctuation noise power is:

Substituting AP = and AV = RLAI = I0AR —R^AI into Eq. 2.41, the small change of
Q

current can be expressed as:

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

AR

AI - (2.42)

Therefore, the total output power at the load RL due to the thermal fluctuation is:
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(2.43)(p„)7=-a/2^ =
Rjo(—y(^TFLf)f

(tft+SJ2(l-C0/2|^|o)2
kl + Ko

Substituting Eq. 2.39 into Eq. 2.43, the noise température due to thermal fluctuation at the

output of the mixer can be given by:

rpOUt
1 FL ~

(F)
oui

f

8R ,2 47/r()
8T

(/?i+Æ0)2(l-C0/2^—^)2
(2.44)

Rl +Ro

Substituting C() =
dR dT dR 1 dR t,

dT dP dT G dT, C
into Eq. 2.44, 7^" can be rewritten as:

rjnOUt
1 FL ~

4R,T2—C0F
L 6 ^rJ1 ^ ^

(RL+R„f(\-C0L2 RL R0 y
(2.45)

Rl +Ro

The double side band (DSB) noise température caused by thermal fluctuation at the input of

the mixer can be obtained by dividing the output noise by the conversion gain (refer to Eq.

2.20):

TT 1 Aïs
FL ~ ~ v /
in * FL7un
cv (2.46)

27 C\FP,

Apparently, the thermal fluctuation noise does not dépend on the intermediate frequency.

In addition, the thermal fluctuation noise is proportional to the square of électron température,

while the Johnson-Nyquist noise is only proportional to électron température. Therefore, the

thermal fluctuation noise is dominant in HEB mixers [19], typically one order in magnitude

higher than the Johnson-Nyquist noise, when HEB mixer is operating close to the critical

température in résistive State.

Quantum noise

Quantum noise is the ultimate noise limit of a receiver System on simultaneous

measurement of the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic field. The essence of

quantum noise is the wave-particle dualism. According to Heisenberg uncertainty principle,
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the quantum noise can be expressed as [20]:

Where h is Planck constant, v is frequency and kB is Boltzmann's constant. The quantum noise

is referred to the input of HEB mixer.

From Eq. 2.47 we can find that when the frequency is low, the quantum noise can be

neglected. However, it becomes increasingly important as the frequency rises. Recent

experimental results [21] indicate that quantum noise contributes to roughly 30% of the total

measured receiver noise température at frequencies beyond 4 THz for a NbN HEB mixer.

2.2.4 Gain bandwidth and noise bandwidth

In a phonon-cooled HEB mixer, the IF gain bandwidth is mainly determined by the

mixing time constant. It is defined as the frequency at which the conversion efficiency drops

to half of its maximum value:

f .
J gain

1

2/zt
(2.48)

where zmix is the mixing time constant of HEB mixer and can be determined by the électron

relaxation time ze :

L_9

1 _c I2 ^L ~
0 0 Rl+Ro

(2.49)

Normally, ze is close to zmix, zmix = 1.1ze .

The électron relaxation time ze in a phonon-cooled HEB mixer is related to five

processes, as shown in Figure 2.10. The processes and their time constants are described

below:

1. The electron-electron interaction time ze_e. When the radiation is absorbed by the HEB
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device, the energy will be distributed quickly throughout the électron subsystem by

inelastic electron-electron interactions with time constant Te_e . Since the

electron-electron interaction time is very short, the whole électron System will achieve an

équivalent électron température Te quickly. In the superconducting thin film, re_e can be

obtained by [22]:

10*RT
sq e

(2.50)

HereÆv(/ is the sheet résistance of the film (typically 500 ohm for NbN). When the

électron température is 10 K, re.,e is about 2 ps.

2. The electron-phonon interaction time r /;. It has been shown in experiments that the

electron-phonon interaction time is a function of the électron température Te and for NbN

it can be written as[23]:

Te-ph 10 'T' 1.6
Krr

(2.51)

For NbN film, when the électron température is 10 K, Te_ . is about 10 ps.

3. The phonon-electron interaction timer . It is the time constant that energy flows from

the phonon subsystem to the électron subsystem, and is related to Te_ph by:

C' «T.

^e-ph ^ph-e
(2.52)

Here Ce and Cph are électron and phonon spécifie heat respectively. Since Cph / Ce isph e

proportional to électron température Te [24], the phonon-electron interaction timQTph_e

is longer than the electron-phonon interaction time Te_ h.

4. The phonon escape time revt., this time constant represents the relaxation time of heat

from phonon subsystem to the substrate. It relates to the film thickness d, acoustic

transparency factor a , and the Sound velocity v in the film [25]:
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5. The phonon backscattering time zs_ph , the time constant of the reverse energy flow from

the substrate back to the phonon subsystem. When the width of superconducting film is

less than the mean free path of the phonons, rs_ph can be neglected.

Absorbed power

Figure 2.10: Heat relaxation processes in a superconducting phonon-cooled HEB mixer.

The électron relaxation time ze is mainly determined by the electron-phonon

interaction time t h and phonon-escape time zesc. It can be written as:

^ = (2.54)
Cph

According to Eq. 2.48, the IF gain bandwidth can be improved by reducing the électron

relaxation time ze . Adopting materials with high critical température to reduce the

electron-phonon interaction time ze_ph, and reducing the thickness of superconducting film
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are the common way to achieve shorter électron relaxation time. Note that when the thickness

of superconducting film is thin enough, its critical température will decrease quickly.

Therefore, an appropriate material and thickness is needed.

The noise bandwidth of a HEB mixer is defined as the IF frequency at which the mixer

noise température increases by a factor of two. It can be obtained by [12]:

f ~ f
J noise J e

I rpOUt - nnOU
'1 FL ' ^ Jn + T,

IF

gain . OUI rp
(2.55)

Jn

Obviously, the noise bandwidth is always larger than the gain bandwidth.

2.2.5 Small signal impédance

The understanding of RF and IF impédance of the superconducting HEB mixer is helpful

for achieving optimum matching at the input and output of the receiver. Here we will deduce

the expression of small signal impédance. For simplicity, only DC power change is

considered and LO power is kept unchanged.

As shown in Figure 2.11, if there is a small DC power change near HEB’s bias point (V0,

I0), the corresponding résistance and power change AR and AP can be expressed as:

Vç + AV VBAF/„-F0A7
J„ + A1 /0 /02

(2.56)

AP = (K + AV)(/„ + AI) - Jy0 « AK/0 + V(IM

Then the DC capacitor becomes:

Æ »
c 1 AVI0 — V0AI _ 1 ^

DC AP il AVI() + V()AI l],dV_, +R
( dI )dc *0

dV
Where ( )nr is differential résistance and R0 is the DC résistance of the HEB mixer.

dl DC

(2.57)

(2.58)

Then the differential résistance can be expressed as:



According to Eq. 2.21, Cdc is frequency dépendent, so the frequency dépendent impédance

Z(co) can be expressed as:

Z(û)) = Z(0)

1 +

1+cDCil

1 +
jcorQ

\ + jcori
imp

i-c r
1 ^DC10

= Z(0)

^0

Z(0)

1 + jo)T
imp

= -Rod +
2C I

K-/ nr iDC* 0

1 CDCI0 l + j(VTjmp

(2.60)

Where t. -Tel{\-CDCll) is the time constant of the impédance.

Eq. 2.60 illustrâtes the frequency dépendent impédance of a superconducting HEB mixer

under a small signal, as shown in Figure 2.12. For frequency f « \/(2?rTjmp) , the

dV
impédance can be given by Z(0) = and only has a real part. When the frequency

dl

increases to \/{2nrimp) « f «2A/h, the frequency dependence can be neglected. The

impédance almost equates to the DC résistance R0 of the HEB mixer. For frequencies higher

than 2A/h, the full length of the superconducting film will be seen as a normal conductor with

a normal résistance R„.

Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration ofsmall signal impédance
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Figure 2.12: Frequency dependence ofsmall signal impédancefor superconducting HEB

mixers [13].

2.3 Hot spot model

2.3.1 Standard model

The first theory to explain the physics of heterodyne mixing in a superconducting HEB

is the standard model (point HEB model) proposed by Arams et al [3]. This model assumes

that the bolometer is treated as a lumped element and the électron température along the

bolometer bridge is uniform. ïn addition, equal amounts of DC and RF power are assumed to

produce the same change in the résistance of the bolometer. This means they can be replaced

with each other if the total absorbed power is the same. Based on these assumptions, the heat

balance équation for the superconducting HEB device can be expressed as:

c.r =~+ P„,(T"T, ) = /„K0 + P(t) (2.61 )
Ct

Here ce is électron spécifie heat, V is the volume of the bolometer, ceV = Ce is the heat

capacity, Te is the électron température, Ts is the bath température, Pe_^s(Te,Ts) is the



transferred power from électrons to the bath via the interaction with phonons. I0 and V0 are the

bias current and voltage across the bolometer, and P(t) is the absorbed radiation power. Since

DC and RF power hâve the same effect on électron température, they also hâve the same

effect on the heat capacity C0 of HEB mixer:

Based on these assumptions, the absorbed RF power by the HEB mixer can be calculated

from I-Vcurves by isothermal method. Meanwhile, the mixer conversion gain and équivalent

noise température can also be estimated with an acceptable accuracy when the HEB mixer is

operating close to its optimum point. However, the standard model is only suitable for

frequency below the gap frequency. While the frequency is higher than the gap frequency, the

standard model fails to predict the performance of the HEB mixer. The reason is the RF

power can be absorbed uniformly by the entire bolometer microbridge while the DC power

can only be absorbed in the région where the électron température is higher than the critical

température of the superconductor. Also due to the basic assumption that the bolometer is a

lumped element, the standard model can not explain the conversion gain and équivalent noise

température of the HEB mixer in magnitude with respect to their voltage dependence.

2.3.2 One dimensional hot spot model

Since the standard model can't explain the mixing characteristic of the superconducting

HEB mixer well, Skocpol et al [27] proposed the concept of hot spot based on the research of

Bremer and Newhouse [26]. They found that the critical température of the thin

superconducting film under the contact is lower than that of the microbridge due to the

superconducting proximity effect. If a DC current is sent through the microbridge in

combining with a strong RF signal, a résistive State will develop as soon as the critical current

density of the microbridge is exceeded. But the thin superconducting film under the contact

C =C =C =
dR

ÔP
(2.62)

Where CDC —
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will remain superconducting due to the cooling by the contact. The hot spot model can predict

both DC characteristics and mixing performances of HEB mixers with an improved accuracy

than standard model.

In hot spot model, the electronic hot spot is formed by the heating of the absorbed DC

and LO power. The application of a second small signal with a frequency slightly different

from the LO signal will modulate the dissipated power and consequently the length of the hot

spot in the microbridge. So the résistance of the microbridge is modulated too. In other words,

the mixing process in the HEB mixer is provided by the hot spot with its length oscillating at

the intermediate frequency. This is the so-called hot spot mixing.

The heat balance équation for a small volume element of the microbridge can be given

by:

K S
dx

K S
à%
dx

x+dx

+ ccSdx (^-JL = dp
dt

heating -dp,cooling
(2.63)

Where Ke is the thermal conductivity of électrons, S is the cross section area of the bolometer,

dx is the length of the element, Te is the électron température, ceSdx = Ce is the heat

capacity, dp^eaung and dpcoonng

element respectively.

Substituting dphMtog-dpeoav

are the input heating power and the power flowing out of the

= dp into Eq. 2.63 and dividing the both sides by dx yields:

— (KeSd^L) + d^ = c S~ (2.64)
dx ‘dx dx e dt

Assuming the absorbed power is zéro and the heat transfers from the électron subsystem to

substrate is zéro too, we can obtain from Eq. 2.64:

d2Te _ dTc
dx2 °e dt (2.65)

Solving Eq. 2.65 yields:

Te(xJ)cc e~tlT°e~xll‘ (2.66)

Here r0 is the électron relaxation time, le is the thermal healing length. Substituting Eq.
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(2.67)

Here le = Dre , D is the diffusion constant [12]. Then the thermal conductivity of électrons

related to the spécifie heat can be written as:

Ke = ceD (2.68)

For simplicity, we let KeS = Ae, ceS = Ce, dp / dx = P and substitute them into Eq. 2.64:

(2.69)

Since the température of phonon and électron in the microbridge is different, the heat balance

dx e dx e dt

équations in a small volume element of the microbridge can be written separately as:

(4—)+Ç —+p. - =p.
dx dx dt

-x +P
e-p heating p-e

d dT dT
(A,~) + C„—Z + P^+P. .=P.

dx dx dt p-e p-s e-p

(2.70)

(2.71)

Here Te is the électron température, Tp is the phonon température, Pe.p is the heat power

transferred from électron subsystem to phonon subsystem, Pp.e is the heat power flown from

the phonon subsystem to the électron subsystem, Pp.s is the heat power transferred from

phonon subsystem to the substrate, Ce and Cp are the heat capacity of électron and phonon

respectively, Àe and Àp are the thermal conductivity of électron and phonon respectively. The

heat flow for électrons and phonons in a small volume element of the microbridge is

schematically shown in Figure 2.13.

Since the full numerical solutions of Eq. 2.70 and Eq. 2.71 are quite intricate, different

approximations hâve been made in hot spot model. The common simplification is to neglect

the thermal conduction of phonons, which is small compared to the losses caused by the

phonon escapes to the substrate. Meanwhile the électron température does not vary with time

in steady State, so Eq. 2.70 and Eq. 2.71 can be rewritten as:

+ p _P =p
dx' dx e~p

P =p -P
p-s e—p p-e

(2.72)

(2.73)

is the sum of LO power, signal power and DC power. Assuming that Prf and PL0 are
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Figure 2.13: Heatflowfor électrons andphonons in a small volume element of the

microbridge.

uniformly absorbed in the bridge, Phtialing can be expressed as:

„ Plo+P*f , hp(Tr)
*“"* 2

(2.74)

Here L and S are the length and cross section area of the bolometer microbridge respectively.

p(Te) is the local resistivity of the bolometer microbridge.

Because coupling efficiency between électron and phonon is proportional to Q" — Tnph,

and n=3.6 for NbN [28], we can get:

Pe-p- Pp-e= - ) = <7t{T? -

Where cr, is the électron phonon coupling efficiency and determined by:

(2.75)

cS
CT. (2.76)
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Since ce is proportional to Te, and r
5

, the électron phonon coupling
~P iqIO j>1.6

1 e

efficiency crc, is température independent.

In the same way, the power transfered from phonons to substrate in phonon subsystem

can be expressed as:

Pp-s=V(K~f> = a^Tl ~ Ts ) (2.77)

crp is the phonon substrate coupling efficiency and can be given by:

cr = AS =
p p AT>r

P P-s

(2.78)

Substituting Eq. 2.74, Eq. 2.75, Eq. 2.78 into Eq. 2.72 and Eq. 2.73, and neglecting the signal

power Ps:

— (Âe ^-) - cr (T?6 - Tp6) + = o
dx e dx e e p IL S

(Tc3 6 - t3/ ) - ap (r;-r5>o

(2.79)

(2.80)

Solving the phonon température Tp from Eq. 2.80 approximately and then substituting the

expression of Tp into Eq. 2.79 yields:

dT 3.6 ^3.6n , PlO , J()P(Pe)
— (A —) - (TA - TA ) +dx ^ e dx eJjK e s ’ 2L S

= 0 (2.81)

Where creff is the effective électron phonon coupling efficiency and is defined as:

cr
eff

(2.82)
8CTP^r+7cr«

Eq. 2.81 is the core of hot spot model. It gives the électron température distribution

along the superconducting microbridge. According to this équation, the électron température

profile can be calculated, and therefore the résistance and consequently the I-V characteristics

of the device can be calculated in tenus of a certain électron température dependence of the

resistivity. Based on small signal model, the calculation of the conversion gain and équivalent

noise température of the HEB mixer can also be done.

In earlier hot spot model, the électron température dependence of the resistivity is
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assumed to be a step function, which implies that it can not give any information about the

performance of the device before the hot spot is formed. The résistive hot spot model [29]

solves this problem by assuming a simple exponential distribution of the électron température

dependence of the resistivity:

/>!/') —(2.83)

1 + e ‘ir

Here pN is the normal resistivity of the device, AT is the width of the transition

température when the resistivity changing from pN to zéro.

Substituting Eq. 2.83 into Eq. 2.81, the heat balance équation for any électron température can

be given by:

TT
dx

)-aATT-T,0.6
P

) + Alo
2 L

+
A) PN

5(1+ e )
Tc-Te

AT

= 0 (2.84)

However, the conversion gain calculated by this équation is slightly higher and the

équivalent noise température is slightly lower than the measurement. The calculated results

are then fitted to the measurements by adjusting the heat efficiency for RE power to a smaller

empirical value [29].

2.3.3 Andreev reflection and critical current

The described models above can’t calculate accurate conversion gain and noise

température of the superconducting HEB mixer simultaneously. Therefore, two additional

effects are taken into account recently for improving the résistive hot spot model: Andreev

reflection at the hot spot boundaries and critical current variations along the microbridge [30].

At the interfaces between the normal conductor and the superconductor, the single

électron from normal conductor with energies less than the superconductor band gap has

probability to be reflected into the normal conductor when it tries to pass through the interface,

this is so-called Andreev reflection. Therefore, at the interfaces between the hot spot région

and the superconductor, only part of électrons with energies larger than the superconductor
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band gap can carry heat across the interface, some heat energy will flow back to the hot spot.

In order to evaluate the effect of Andreev reflection, we commonly assume that the

quasiparticle band gap doesn’t change with thermal healing length (refer to Eq. 2.67), then the

heat transfer across the hot spot boundary can be estimated using a Fermi-Dirac distribution

function:

a -

a(n

kT\n(l + e kT )-A(T)

kTlnl

o

Where the température dépendent superconductor band gap À(7) is given by:

(2.85)

A(:r) = A0(i--y
1 C

(2.86)

According to BCS theory [31], y is the exponcnt of the température dependence of the

superconductor band gap and is commonly in the range from 0.5 to 1.5. According to Eq. 2.85,

the Andreev transmission coefficient a can be numerically calculated. For a superconductor

with a critical température of 10 K and a substrate température of 4 K, its typical value is

close to 0.1. Figure 2.14 illustrâtes the process of Andreev reflection at the hot spot boundary

of a HEB microbridge.

RF beatrng

43.-0-43-

T
Hotspot-

Substrate

A0

0
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Figure 2.14: Schematic ofAndreev reflection at the hot spot boundary ofa HEB microbridge

[30].

Another crucial parameter for improving hot spot model is the critical current. According

to Ginzburg-Landau theory [32], the critical current in the microbridge of a superconducting

HEB device is related to the critical température by:

= M0X1--)'' (2-87)

Here jc(Te) is the critical current density at température Te and jc(0) stands for the

maximum value of the critical current density at T=0 K. Solving this équation for température

gives the critical température as a function of current:

1 -

Tc(It) = {\-{-fY)T'{0) (2.88)

Where I0 and Ic are the bias current and the critical current of the device at T=0 K,

respectively.

2.4 Résumé

In this chapter, we presented the operation principle and the mixing theory of the

superconducting hot électron bolometer. The main parameters determining the heterodyne

performances of a HEB mixer, including conversion efficiency, noise bandwidth and gain

bandwidth, hâve been discussed and their calculation formulas hâve been explained and

developed. We also presented the évolution of the Hot Spot model, a theoretical model

describing the heat exchange mechanism inside the HEB in order to better understand the

physics of the mixing process in a HEB mixer.
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Chapter 3

Design and Simulation of Integrated

Lens Antenna of Quasi-optical HEB

Mixers

Coupling thc RF radiation from the telescope into the detector with more efficiency is

crucial to improve the receivcr sensitivity. At microwave and millimeter wavelengths,

microstrip line and coplanar line are commonly used for the coupling of RF radiation.

However, at THz frequency, these transmission lines become too small to fabricate and hâve

large insertion loss. Therefore, quasi-optical [1-3] technology becomes the First choice for the

efficient coupling of RF radiation at THz frequency. The quasi-optical technology uses focus

éléments to realize the signal transmission. The advantages of this technology are low

transmission loss and easy fabrication.

In this chapter, we first introduce the structure of a quasi-optical superconducting HEB

mixer. Then we compare two methods for the simulation of far-field beam pattern of the

mixer since the far-field beam pattern is of prime importance for achieving optimal coupling

between any receiver and telescope.

3.1 Quasi-optical HEB mixers

A quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer usually consists of three parts: dielectric

lens, planar antenna and superconducting HEB device. The superconducting HEB device and

planar antenna are integrated on a same substrate which is glued onto the fiat side of a

dielectric lens, as shown in Figure 3.1. The RF radiation is first focused by the dielectric lens
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and then transmitted to the superconducting HEB device by the planar antenna.

Figure 3.1: Schematic structure ofa quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer.

3.1.1 Dielectric lens

The idea of integrated lens antennas was first introduced by Rutledge and Muha in 1981

[4]. A two-dimensional cross-section of the integrated lens antenna is depicted in Figure 3.2,

which also shows the optional matching layer. The lens is necessary to prevent the excitation

of surface-wave mode [4] and to focus the incoming radiation to the planar feed. The planar

antenna (deposited on a dielectric substrate) is placed directly on the fiat side of the dielectric

lens. If the dielectric constant of the lens is close to that of the antenna substrate, then

substrate modes will not exist. The ratio of the power inside the dielectric to that radiated to

the air is approximately s]'1 [5], where sr is the relative dielectric constant of the lens. For

high résistive Silicon, this means that only 2% of the power is radiated into the air-side. In

addition, dielectric lenses can produce high quality Gaussian-beams, which is important for

efficient coupling in a quasi-optical System.
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The commonly used dielectric lenses in superconducting HEB mixer are elliptical lens

and extended hemispherical lens, as shown in Figure 3.3.

The elliptical lens is an ellipsoid eut off at a plane perpendicular to its major axis. It can

focus ail the rays to its foci. The defining équation for an ellipse is:

(-)2+(-)2 = ) (3.1)
a b

where the foci are at ±c and c — Jb1 — a2 Ai is also known from optics that for a given

index of refraction n, the eccentricity of the ellipse such that the géométrie focus becomes the

optical focus is:

Jb2 - a2 1
b n

(3.2)

(3.3)
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From this one can dérivé that:



(3.4)
b

c - —

n

The elliptical lens can achieve high Gaussicity and directivity, but is difficult to fabricate

and costs high.

\

Figure 3.3: Schematic ofan elliptical lens (left) and an extended hemispherical lens (right)

The extended hemispherical lens is an approximation of elliptical lens and is easy to

fabricate. It is a hemisphere lens with an extension lcngth of L. There are two spécial cases for

extended hemispherical lens: hyperhemispherical lens and synthesized elliptical lens.

The hyperhemispherical lens has an extension length:

(3.5)L=*
n

where n is the index of refraction. The Virtual focus of the resulting spherical wave is at a

distance oîLPX behind the center of the lens:

L=^-R (3.6)

The/-number, defined as the ratio of the effective focal length to the diameter of the lens, can

also be given by:

f = f~.- (3.7)
2sin#

A hyperhemispherical lens can reduce the /-number. In antenna terms, a hyperhemispherical

lens bends most of the power radiated by the planar antenna towards the lens side, thereby

effectively sharpening the radiation pattern and increasing the gain of the integrated antenna
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by n2.

The synthesized elliptical lens is an approximation to a true elliptical lens, which is

capable of converting a spherical wave into a plane wave. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic of a

synthesized elliptical lens. According to Snell’s laws, the index of refraction of the lens can be

expressed as:

n =
sin y3

s in a

sin J3

L .
— sin y

R

(3.8)

Substituting sin B = —
R

sin y = into Eq. 3.8 yields:

n =

z

7?

L v
— x —

7? S

z

R

L y

R X L +R

L + R

L
(3.9)

Solving from Eq. 3.9, we can gct the value of extension length: L-RJ(n-l). Note that we

assume S ~ L + R when the angle is small.

The extended hemispherical lens can provide beam patterns with good Gaussicity and is

easy to fabricate. These advantages make it widely used in THz superconducting receiver

System. The influence of extension length on far-field beam-pattern, Gaussicity and

directivity has been well studied by Buttgcnbach and D.F. Filipovic in last twenty years [6-9].
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3.1.2 Planar antenna

The planar antenna can be simply classified as broadband antenna and narrowband

antenna according to its working bandwidth. The narrowband antenna normally has fixed

résonant frequency, its working bandwidth is relatively narrow. The common narrowband

antennas are double dipole antenna [10], double slot antenna [8], and annular slot antenna

[11]. The broadband antenna is normally non-resonant antenna which has wide working

bandwidth. The common broadband antennas are bow ties antenna [12], log spiral antenna

[13] and log periodic antenna [14]. In following sections, we introduce three widely used

antennas in superconducting HEB mixer.

1) Double slot antenna

Double slot antenna is a narrowband and linear polarized antenna which has good beam

pattern characteristic. Figure 3.5 is the Schematic of a typical double slot antenna

integrated with a HEB device in the ccnter of the antenna. The RF radiation is received

by two slots and coupled to the HEB device by a coplanar waveguide (CPW)

transmission line. The slot length L and the slot width W, determining the résonant

Figure 3.5: Schematic ofa double slot antenna.
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frequency and the input impédance of twin slol antennas, are usually taken as 0.32,) and

0.02-0.07T respectively. The slot distance S Controls the mutual coupling between two

slots and is normally chosen as OAV,0-

2) Log spiral antenna

The structure of a log spiral antenna is completely determined by several angles and is

not affected by linear length. Therefore, its characteristics are independent of frequency.

For frequencies where the antenna arms are vcry short in terms of wavelength, the

radiated field is linearly polarized. As the frequency increases, the field on the axis

perpendicular to the plane of the antenna becomes elliptically and then circularly

polarized [13].

Figure 3.6 depicts the structure of a log spiral antenna which consists of two winding

conductors with the edgcs delïned by the following équations:

lia) a(q)-S)
rx = r0e v, r2 = r0e

n = rne
a(<p-n)

, = rtte
a(<p~n~ô)

(3.10)

where ô détermines the arm width, r0 is the inner radius (d/2 in Figure 3.6) and a is the

growth rate. The upper and lower eut off frequencies of log spiral antenna are normally

determined by the inner and outer diameter, the relation between them is:

low
JL

f,.P K

D

d
(3.11)

An empirical criterion [15] used to estimate the lower eut ofï frequency is Tmax = 4D,

where Amax is the wavelength of lower eut off frequency in the substrate.

The impédance of log spiral antenna is determined by a and ô, and is normally between
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Unit: Miti

Figure 3.6: Schematic ofa log spiral antenna.

—*y

X

3) Log periodic antenna

Log periodic antenna is also a broadband antenna like log spiral antenna. However, log

periodic antenna is linearly polarized [14]. The log periodic antenna, as shown in Figure 3.7,

is a modified bow tie antenna with notches and teeth to force the currcnt to bend and change

direction rapidly. The log periodic antenna should satisfy the relation a+J3=7c/4 in order to

keep itself self-complementary. The input impédance of a log periodic antenna can be given

by:

Z
an!

'A,

n/2(1 + £,.)
(3.12)

where Z0 is the impédance of ffee space ( 12071 il), sr is the dielectric constant.

The structure of the nth tooth of the log periodic antenna can be determined by

parameters a andr (as shown in Figure 3.7). T is defined as:

R
r = —— > 1 (3.13)

4~r
R
2->l
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(3.14)

and the width of the tooth is defined as:



(3.15)

For the /7th tooth, the length of center radian can bc obtained by [16]:

R +r

/„=-^(« + /»)

X
Since at the designed center frequency f, we hâve / = —, A is the wavelength of center

2 *

frequency, Eq. 3.15 can be rewritten as:

A R +r
—~{a+P) (3.16)

Therefore, the designed center frequency f„ can be expressed as:

4c
f= , (3.17)

+r„)p(l + sr)

From the structure of log periodic antenna, it is obvious that the electrical characteristics

at a frequency/will be repeated at other frequcncies givcn by t"f, where n may take on any

intégral value. This is because when two antcnnas hâve same geometry but both of their

dimensions and working frequcncies differ r times, their electrical characteristics should be

the same according to antenna similarity principlc. Figure 3.8 illustrâtes this phenomenon by

simulating the input impédance of a log periodic antenna in a wide frequency range. In

practice, the log periodic antenna is of finite size, and ils upper and lower cutoff frequencies

are determined by the shortest tooth and the longest tooth respectively.

Figure 3. 7: Schematic ofa log periodic antenna.
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Figure 3.8: Input impédance ofa log periodic antenna [17].

3.2 Far-field beam pattern simulation of integrated lens

antenna

Far-field beam pattern is of prime importance for any practical application since it allows

achieving optimal coupling of the recciver to a télescopé as vvcll as accurate retrieval of

atmospheric data. Therefore, it is a crucial parameter in the design of a superconducting HEB

mixer.

3.2.1 GO/PO hybrid calculation

The GO/PO hybrid approach of the integrated lens antenna. as described by Filipovic et

al. [8] in 1992, applies Geometrical optics (GO) for fields insidc the lens and Physical optics

(PO) to obtain the near-field and far-field beam patterns outside the lens antenna. For the GO

fields calculation inside the lens, the current distribution or the far-field pattern of the planar
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feed needs to be calculated first. The lens-air interface is assumed to be located in the far field

régime of the planar antenna, so that the planar antenna can be treated as a point source.

Then the electric and magnetic fields at the lens surface can be computed using a ray-analysis

technique. Once these electric and magnetic fields are known, they hâve to be decomposed

into parallel and perpendicular component to obtain the fields just outside the dielectric lens

(the interface of air/lens). Then, each component must be multiplied by the appropriate

Fresnel transmission coefficient, which can be calculated by:

2 cos#'

cos#'+ (-1)2-sin2 &
V n\

2(—)cos#'
W,

( —)2 cos & + /(—)2 -sin2 9‘
/7| V ,7>

(3.18)

where n is the index of refraction and 9' is the angle of incidence measured from the normal

outwards the lens surface. The indices 1 and 2 refer to the dielectric and air side respectively,

as shown in Figure 3.9.

After the fields hâve been multiplied by the appropriate transmission coefficient, the

équivalent electric and magnetic current densities are determined just outside the dielectric

surface. For these current densities, it can bc written as:

Js = Pi x Hs

Ms=-nxEs (3.19)

where n is the normal to the lens surface. According to diffraction theory, the electric field

in observation point with a distance rp from the hemispherical lens can be written as [18]:

_ -jke',tr' (Lt + r/Ng

jke-^jL^nN,)
4nr

p

(3.20)
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N(9,<j>) = \\jXr)eJlRmvds

L(e,</>) = JJ Ms(r)eJkRc°sv ds (3.21)

where k is the propagation constant in the free space, R the radius of the hemispherical lens

and the intégration is done on the whole surface S of the lens.

The GO/PO hybrid calculation can be used to calculate the radiation patterns of the

integrated lens antenna with any feed antenna when its radiation properties into a dielectric

half space are known. The advantages of this approach are that the calculation time is very

short and the requirement of computer memory is few, which means that this approach can

obtain the far-field beam pattern very quickly. However, the GO/PO hybrid calculation is not

accurate enough. The origin of the inaccuracics in GO/PO is well known. It is related to

neglecting the lens and the field wavefront curvatures and thus results in a failure to

characterize internai résonances in dielectric objects [19].

x ’ x

Figure 3.9: Two-dimensional cross-sec! ion of the integrated lens antenna [20]

3.2.2 MoM/PO calculation

The MoM/PO calculation is different from GO/PO calculation, it applies method of
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moments (MoM) to obtain the electric and magnetic fields at the lens surface. The MoM, first

proposed by Harrington in 1958 [21], is a numerical computation method for solving the

electromagnetic problems. It solves the intégral équation and differential équation by

discretizing continuity équation to algebraic équations. The principle is transforming an

intégral or differential équation into an équation with intégral or differential operator first,

then rewriting the functions into the linear combination of a set of basic functions and

substituting them into the operator équation, finally applying two chosen weight functions to

the operator équation to obtain the matrix équation or algebraic équations.

The MoM is an accurate numerical simulation method. Its accuracy is only limited by

the accuracy of calculation and model, so it can achieve arbitrary précision of calculation and

solution. Meanwhile, it is a stable calculation method which means there is no pseudo

solution. Since it is based on the intégral équation, it can calculate the electromagnetic field

distribution of an object with any shape, especially suitable to simulate the object with

complex structure.

The disadvantagcs of MoM are that it needs a great many of computer memory and takes

a much longer time to calculate. This is because there are a great number of matrixes

produced by discrète équations, which need a large number of numerical solutions.

In this work, we use an electromagnetic simulation software "FEKO" to achieve the

simulations applying the method of moments [22],

3.2.3 Comparison of two simulation methods

In far-field beam pattern simulation of a quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer, the

MoM/PO calculation can simulate the real structure of the HEB mixer in contrast to GO/PO

calculation. The GO/PO calculation does not take the shape of HEB chip into account and

assumes the whole mixer structure as a dielectric lens, as shown in the left of Figure 3.10. In a

quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer, the superconducting HEB device and planar

antenna is fabricated on a dielectric substrate chip which is glued to the dielectric lens. The
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dielectric substrate chip is normally a cube with a thickness of a few hundred microns, as

shown in the right of Figure 3.10. In order to see the effect of this structure différence, we

simulate the far-field beam patterns of two structures by using MoM/PO calculation since it is

more accurate and can simulate an object of complex structure. The results are shown in

Figure 3.11, it is obvious that the différence in mixer structure results différence in far-field

beam pattern. In addition, we simulated the beam pattern of the same superconducting HEB

mixer by using both MoM/PO and GO/PO method, as shown in Figure 3.12. The resuit shows

that the simulated far-field beam patterns are also different, which can be attributed to the

différence of the calculation accuracy and the simulated structure of HEB mixer.

Figure 3.10: Approximate structure in GO/PO hybrid calculation (lefl) and the real structure

(right) ofa quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer.

Figure 3.11: Simulatedfar-field beam pattern with two different mixer structures.
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Figure 3.12: Simulated beam pattern by two calculation methods ofthe same HEB mixer.

Although the MoM/PO method is more accurate, it takes a long time for calculation and

requires a large amount of computer memory. For simulating the beam pattern of a

hemispherical lens with a radius of 3.5 mm at 600 GHz, the MoM/PO method needs 16 GB

memory and 6 hours of computing time with a 8-corc CPU @3.4 GHz. However, the GO/PO

method only needs very little memory and takes less than one minute to calculate the beam

pattern of the same integrated lens antenna. Figure 3.12 also shows that the main lobes of two

simulations accord well, and only the sidc lobes arc slightly different. Furthermore, the

différence between two methods will be smaller whcn the lens size increases. Therefore, we

conclude that the MoM/PO method can give a more précisé beam pattern than GO/PO

method. However, the GO/PO method is still suitable for simulations of electrically large

objects which are difficult to bc calculatcd by MoM/PO method.

3.3 Gaussian beam and Gaussian coupling effîciency

The propagation of electromagnetic wave at THz frequency can be described by

Gaussian beam propagation. The mathematical expression of Gaussian beam is the paraxial

approximation solution of Helmholtz équation which is normally expressed as [23]:
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VV+*V = 0 (3.22)

assuming the propagation is along 2 axis, 1j) represents electric or magnetic field and its

change in x, y axis is much lower than in 2 axis, then we can assume tliat:

i// = i//(x,y,z)e~jk: (3.23)

so the paraxial wave équation can be expressed by:

V,V-2/l^ = 0 (3.24)
' dz

„2 d2 1 d 1 a2
where in cylindrical coordinates: V = —- + - — + — —-

dr r dr r ÔG

The fundamental solution of Eq. 3.24 is the first ordcr Gaussian beam. If y/represents

electric field, the solution of Eq. 3.24 can be expressed as the normalized electric field

distribution:

I 2 r2 r2
E(r,z)= {-'—-+j</>0) (3.25)

V 7TW w AR

where r is the vertical distance to propagation axis, 2 the propagation direction, w the beam

radius, X the wavelength, R the radius of curvaturc and (/)0 the phase shift of Gaussian beam.

The far field of a Guassian beam is the Fourier transform of its near field on an aperture and

the normalized electric field distribution is of the form [24]:

E(G, z) = exp(- — - jkz -—- + jfa ) (3.26)
Go G

where G is the direction in the far field from borcsight. The value 0Q Controls the

amplitude terni and Gx Controls the phasing tenu of the Gaussian beam respectively.

An important parameter in quasi-optical System is the coupling efficiency between an

antenna and a Gaussian beam. The Gaussian beam efficiency is calculated using a normalized

inner product between the antenna radiation pattern and the Gaussian beam pattern in the

angular domain. It can be defined as:

Ht*'—ko->r (3-27)

Then with substitution of the appropriate field représentations, the Gaussian beam coupling
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efficiency can be written as:

2

deauss

j J [nco.farE(@’ ^)] exP[~(~T~): J exp[±y>(^-)2 ] sin 6 cos Qd6d(p
0 0 ^0 ^

2n ntl lixnll ^ • /j

| J \E(0,(p)\~ sin OdOdcp J J|«6W/ar| exp[-2(^~)2]sin 6cos0d0d(p
0 0 0 0

(3.28)

where nco far is thc polarization of the Gaussian beam.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied in detail the structure of a quasi-optical superconducting HEB

mixer with integrated lens antenna. In particular. vve hâve focused the discussion on the

design of dielectric lens and planar antenna since they are crucial for determining the far-field

beam pattern of the mixer. In order to get an efficient and reliable design, we applied two

methods for the simulation of the quasi-optical structure: MoM/PO and the GO/PO

approximation. The comparison between two simulation ways has been performed and the

advantages and disadvantages of each method havc been discussed.
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Chapter 4

Investigation of Far-field Beam

Patterns of Quasi-optical HEB

Mixers

For the quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer studied in this work, its far-field beam

pattern is mainly determined by the material (normally Silicon) permittivity and the shape of

the focus lens. Therefore, in order to optimize the far-field beam pattern and the design of

superconducting HEB mixer, we nced to know the accuratc value of Silicon dielectric

constant.

In this chapter, we first présent a quasi-optical vector measurement System for obtaining

material permittivity. Then we measure the far-field beam patterns of a superconducting HEB

mixer using a direct far-field and a vector near-field measurement System. We also investigate

the effect of HEB bias voltage and bath température on measured far-field beam patterns.

4.1 Measurement of Si dielectric constant

High resistivity Silicon is a commonly used material at THz wavelength. It is widely

used in THz receiver System [1,2] and integrated circuit [3, 4] since it is relatively cheap and

easy to fabricate. High resistivity Silicon is normally chosen to be the material of focus lens

for HEB mixers and the substrate of HEB dcvice because of its high permittivity and low

absorption loss at THz frequency. However, it is difficult to find out its accurate complex

permittivity (especially at low température and THz frequency) in the literature or from
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4.1.1 Measurement setup

Broadband methods such as FTS and TDS can measure the permittivity of a dielectric

slab in a large bandwidth, but the SNR is limited at millimeter and even part of submillimeter

wavelengths. On the other hand, the cylindrical résonant cavity method is limited to

microwave frequencies [5]. Here we adopt a broadband frequency-domain method using a

vector network analyzer (VNA) [6] combined with a quasi-optical transmissometer of a

dynamic range as high as 110 dB to ensure high measurement précision of permittivity.

The quasi-optical transmissometer used in our measurement is shown in Figure 4.1. Two

biconvex focus lenses are employed as quasi-optical collimators. Their sizes and positions are

designed to hâve a Gaussian beam-waist at the sample location and a beam width smaller than

the radius of the sample [7]. The quasi-optical circuit is driven by a vector-network-analyzer

(MVNA 8-350GHz) which uses Schottky diode dcvices as source and detector. The VNA is

employed to measure the complcx transmission coefficient over an extended frequency range

of 8-350 GHz through harmonie multiplication of a swcepablc centimeter source (Si) which

provides a nominally fiat output power in the frequency range Fi=8~18 GHz. The millimeter

wave signal used in our measurement is produced by a Schottky-diode multiplier optimized

for a desired harmonie N. Détection is then achievcd by mixing the millimeter wave signal

(Fmm — NxF^) with the signal from a second centimeter source (S2) at a second Shottky

diode (harmonie mixer). The détection LO (S2) is PLL-controlled by the source LO (Si) with

a frequency offsetfin the MHz range, and the harmonie ranks N of both LO are the same.

For measurements at cryogénie température, the sample is placed in a cryogénie dewar

and is surrounded by blackbody absorber to reduce réfections, as is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the quasi-oplical transmissometer. Ll and L2 dénoté two focus

lenses. SI and S2 are 8-18GIIz centimeter sxveepers. The Schottky multiplier (at left) and

harmonie mixer (at right) xvork with harmonies up to 12.

Figure 4.2: Picture of the low température measuremenl System (left), the cryogénie dewar

and the holder ofsample (right).

4.1.2 Calculation of permittivity

The procedure to détermine the complex permittivity of a plate-sample is as follows. The

transmittance spectra of a sample is measured by the VNA by recording the ratio of the

complex amplitudes of the transmitted (with the sample in place) and incident (with the

sample removed) signais. The transmitted signal is the sum of an absorption behavior and a

résonant behavior - the dielectric slab behaving as a Fabry-Pcrot resonator.
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The permittivity c, or the refractive index n, can be deduced from the measured

transmittance spectra data by the observed period AF between two successive transmission

maxima. The relationship between the periodicity of the transmission maxima AF and the

refractive index n is as following:

AF = (4.1)
2nd

where d is the sample thickness, c the speed of light in vacuum, and Afthe frequency interval

between two successive maxima of the measured transmission spectra. Eq. 4.1 is for

broadband estimation, namely an averaged refractive index over the whole measured

frequency range. The refractive index at a single frequency can be determined by the

observed phase variation A<P:

(«-1)*d*F At1/
- —— = —— + k

C 360
(4.2)

where / is the frequency, k an integer number of turns, and A0 the phase rotation

corresponding to less than one turn.

The loss tangent is obtained from the damping of the transmitted signal and is given by:

tan 8= — (4.3)
nF

where a is the atténuation with unit of dB/cm and the résonance frequency F with unit of GHz.

The parameter a is determined by measuring the loss at the transmission maxima.

4.1.3 Si permittivity at 77 K and 295 K

We hâve measured the permittivity of high resistivity Silicon at 77 K and 295 K. The

Silicon sample under study has a thickness of 10.05 mm and a diameter of 20 mm, the

résistance is larger than 10 kT> cm. For measurements at 77 K, the sample is placed in a

cryogénie dewar which is filled with liquid Nitrogen to keep the température at 77K.

Figure 4.3 illustrâtes the measured and fitted complex transmittance spectrum of the

Silicon sample from 165 GIlz to 200 GHz at 295 K. High peak values in the amplitude

spectrum indicates low loss of this material. A least mean squares fitting was used in

calculating the permittivity in order to obtain accurate results. The measured complex
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transmittance spectrums were firstly titted and then used to calculate the permittivity by Eq.

4.1 and Eq. 4.2. Obviously, the fitted curves coincide well vvith the measured results,

indicating fairly high accuracy of measurement. The obtaincd average value of refractive

index is 3.42, i.e., 11.71 for permittivity, which is very close to previously reported results in

this frequency range [8, 9]. The calculatcd loss tangent by Eq. 4.3 is 5.8* 10'5. This value is

not accurate since high-resistivity Silicon is a low-loss material and the atténuation in

amplitude spectrum is too small to be observed. Other techniques such as dielectric-resonator

and composite dielectric-resonator arc needed for the measurement of low-loss materiel [5].

What’s more, the refractive index is crucial but the accurate value of loss tangent isn’t

important for the design and simulation of superconducting HEB mixers.

The fluctuations in measured transmittance spectrums will resuit in errors in the

détermination of sample’s refractive index. Thcse fluctuations arc mainly caused by standing

waves. Any reflections caused by impcdance discontinuities and imperfect alignment within

the measurement System would give rise to standing waves. Experimental and computational

methods hâve been used to reduce them. In the measurement, wide-band in-wave-guide

isolators and additional attenuators hâve bcen added to the VNA head-units; both of them are

effective in suppressing standing waves. Mcanwhilc, a computational time-gating fonction

and numerical FFT hâve bcen applicd to filter out any short-period standing waves in

transmittance spectrum. Care had bcen taken when thèse functions arc employed since the

total effective path-length for multiple reflections within a low loss sample could approach

the path length between the components of the transmissometer.
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Figure 4.3: Measured andfitled comp/ex transmittance spectrum ofSilicon at 295K. The

upper plot is amplitude spectrum cmd the lower plot is phase spectrum. The dotted line is

measured transmittance and the solid line is fitted curve.

Figure 4.4 illustrâtes the measured complcx transmittance spectrums of the Silicon

sample at 77 K. Some fluctuations causcd by the multi-rcflections inside the cryostat can be

observed both in amplitude and in phase spectrum. In spite of that, fitted phase curve is in

good agreement with measured resuit. The obtained average value of refractive index is 3.38,

which is 11.43 for permittivity.
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Figure 4.4: Measured andfitîed complex transmittance spectrum ofSilicon at 77K. The

npper plot is amplitude spectrum and the lower plot is phase spectrum. The dotted line is

measured transmittance and the solid line isfilted curve.

4.2 Far-field Beam pattern simulation with measured Si

permittivity

The prime application of our permittivity measuremcnt is for optimizing the far-field

beam pattern of the superconducting HEB mixer and improving its scnsitivity. Most people

adopt silicon’s room-tempcraturc permittivity (normally 11.7) in designing quasi-optical

superconducting HEB mixers [10-12], Ones often observe, however, the différence in the

beam pattern between the simulation and the measuremcnt. Different permittivity at low

températures might be one of reasons. In order to illustrate this standpoint, we simulated

far-field beam patterns of a quasi-optical HEB mixer at 200 GHz with previously measured

silicon’s permittivity at 77 K and 295 K.

Figure 4.5 illustrâtes the différence in beam patterns caused by adopting two silicon’s

permittivity in simulation: the main-lobe has a width différence of 1.2° at -10 dB and the

side-lobe has an amplitude différence of 2.5 dB. Thèse simulations were done with an
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extended hemispherical lens with a radius of 6.35 mm and an extension length of 2.45 mm.

The integrated two-slot planar antenna has a slot length L of 0.28 X{), slot séparation S of 0.155

Xo and slot width Wof 0.0133 Xç>, where X() is the free space wavelength.

Figure 4.5: Simulatedfar-field beam-patterns with Silicon's pennittivity measured al 77 K and

295 K

What’s more, we simulated far-field beam patterns by adopting two Silicon’s permittivity

at different frequencies: 100 GHz, 150 GHz, 200 GHz, 250 GHz, 300 GHz and 400 GHz. As

shown in Figure 4.6, the différence between two beam patterns increases from 100 GHz to

200 GHz and then decrcases from 200 GHz to 400 GHz. This phenomenon could be

explained as follow: when the frequency increases from 100 GHz to 200 GHz, the optical path

inside the lens increases; but when the frequency increases higher, the hemispherical lens

becomes diffraction limited and makes the beam pattern mainly determined by the shape of

the lens. Hence the influence of the dielectric constant becomes less important.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated beam patterns ofa big lens (r=6.35 mm) adopting two Silicon

permittivities at 100, 150. 200, 250, 300 and 400 GHz.

To demonstrate this conclusion we changcd the size of hemispherical lens and simulated

again. The radius of hemispherical lens is rcduced to 3.175 mm and the extension length is

reduced to 1.225 mm. The twin-slot planar antenna keeps the same. The simulated beam

patterns are shown in Figure 4.7, and same phenomenon can bc observed. The différence

between two beam patterns increases from 200 GHz to 400 GHz and then decreases from 400

GHz to 800 GHz. From Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 we can also find that this différence is

mainly dépendent on the ratio (rj) of lens’s diameter D to free space wavelength A, it reaches
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maximum around r/=8.5 and then reduces to minimum at //= 13.

Finally, we corne to the conclusion that the différence of the Silicon permittivity at two

température (77 K and 295 K) does affect the simulated far-fïeld beam pattern of a

quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer. It’s désirable to use silicon’s permittivity at low

température in the beam pattern simulation of cryogénie mixers, especially when the ratio of

lens’s diameter to wavelength (D/X) is less than 13.

Figure 4.7: Simulated beam patterns ofa small lens (r—3.175 mm) adopting two Silicon

permittivities at 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 and 800 GHz.
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4.3 Beam pattern measurements of a IIEB mixer at 600 GHz

In order to compare with simulations, \ve measured the beam patterns of a double slot

antenna coupled superconducting HEB mixer. Two different measurement Systems are

employed: the far-field beam pattern by measuring the direct détection behavior of the HEB

device; the near-field beam pattern by measuring the mixing behavior of the HEB device,

which is then translated to far-field beam pattern by Fourier transformation. Finally, we

compared the advantages and disadvantages of two measurement techniques. It should

be noted that the operating frcquency was chosen at 600 GHz duc to the requirement of

computer memory in MoM/PO simulation and the RF source number in vector near-field

measurement.

4.3.1 Direct far-field beam pattern measurement

4.3.1.1 Measurement System

The experimental setup is shown in the Figure 4.8. A solid State multiplier chain

operating at 0.6 THz is applicd as a signal source. The superconducting HEB mixer is

mounted in a copper block, as shown in Figure 4.9, and then fixed on the 4 K cooling plate of

the dewar. The cryostat is placed on a rotation table for angular measurements. The angle

resolution of the System is 0.01 °. The center of twin-slot antenna is located in the center of the

rotation. The distance between the signal source and the detector is 70 cm, which is far

enough for far-field measurement. The measured beam pattern of the antenna is therefore

expected to be independent of the beam pattern of the signal source. A Labview [13] program

is used to control the movement of the rotation motor and the data acquisition. A lock-in

amplifier is used to record the current changes due to the modulated incident signal as a

function of rotation angle of the cryostat. The dynamic range of this measurement System is
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The 600 GHz double slot antenna coupled superconducting HEB mixer consists of a

NbN micro-bridge, a double slot planar antenna and an extended hemispherical lens. The

micro-bridge and planar antenna arc fabricated on a highly résistive and natively oxidized Si

substrate chip with a thickness of 0.4 mm. The twin-slot antenna designed at 0.6 THz has a

slot length L of 0.297 X0, a slot séparation 5 of 0.158 A0 and a slot width Wof 0.021 A0, with X0

the free space wavelength. The extended hemispherical lens has a diameter of 12.7 mm and

the extension part of the lens together with the 1IEB chip substrate yields a total extension

length of 2.45mm.

Figure 4.8: Schématic drawing ofthe measurement setup. The HEB mixer is mounted in a

liquid hélium cryostat which is placed on a rotation table. The rotation table is controlled by

a computer and is synchronous with data acquisition.

Figure 4.9: Pictures of the, superconducting HEB mixer block.



4.3.1.2 Measurement resuit

The measured far-field beam-pattems at 600 GHz are shown in Fig. 4.10. The

beam-pattem is only measured in H-plane. The measured beam-pattern is symmetric and the

full width at half maximum (FWI1M) is 2.7°. implying that the beam is well collimated. The

side lobes are nearly 18 dB below the main lobe.

For comparison, two simulated beam patterns with different numerical methods

(MoM/PO and GO/PO) are also plotted in Fig. 4.10. The resuit illustrâtes that the simulation

given by MoM/PO method accords better with the measured resuit than the GO/PO method. It

should be noted that the dielectric constant of Silicon is set to be 11.43 instead of 11.71 in the

simulations and the real structure of the mixer is adopted, as mentioned in Chapter 3.

Angle(degree)

Figure 4.10: Measured and simulated far-Jield beam-patterns ofa superconducting HEB

mixer at 600 GHz. Two simulation methods (MoM/PO and PO/GO) hâve been used.
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4.3.2 Vector near-field measurement

Vector near-field measurement is an important technique to characterize electromagnetic

radiation properties of antennas and quasi-optical Systems. Moreover, a two-dimensional

planar map of the vector near field can be utilized to generate the near-field distributions at

any other locations in the three-dimensional space, and by means of near-to-far (NTF)

transformation [14] the far-field radiation pattern can be obtained in ail solid angles. Thus, the

information provided by a vector near-field measurement is more complété than direct

far-field measurements in the two principle plane cuts. In terms of System setup, near-field

measurements is also more compact, and this is especially true for high-frequency antennas

with large radiating apertures for which the far-field distance requirement is usually difficult

to satisfy.

4.3.2.1 Measurement setup

The schematic of the overall System setup is shown in Figure. 4.11. The System is made

up of a test channel and a phase référencé channel.

In the test channel, the LO signal at 600 GHz is provided by a frequency synthesizer

followed by an amplifier multiplier chain (AMC) with a total multiplication factor of 36,

while the RF signal at 599.64 GHz is gencrated by another AMC with a same total

multiplication factor of 36. The RF and LO signais are couplcd to the superconducting HEB

mixer through a beam-splitter of a 50 pm-thick Mylar film. The 360 MHz IF signal, after

proper amplification and filtering, is dircctly sampled by a high-speed A/D converter (ADC).

The phase référencé signal is generated by a millimeter mixer instead of another receiver.

The output frequencies of the synthesizers for LO (16.667 GHz) and RF (16.657 GHz) are fed

into a Ku-band mixer. The mixing of two signal yields a 10 MHz IF signal, which is used as

the phase reference for the test IF signal at 360 MHz.

A raster scan which is 300 mm away from the aperture of 1 IEB mixer and covers an area

of lOOx 100mm” is performed to measure the near-field amplitude and phase distributions.
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Meanwhile, both the amplitude and phase fluctuations of the System are measured by

periodically (usually every 10 s) sampling a fixed reference position in the scanning area,

which helps us to calibrate the shift of mixing gain and phase caused by time.

The measured superconducting HEB mixer is the same one as mentioned in section 4.3.1.

Actually, the measured near-field bcam-pattcm is the convolution of signal source and HEB

mixer. Nevertheless, when the beam waist of signal source is much smaller than that of the

HEB mixer, the measured beam-pattem is a good approximation to the true near-field

distribution of HEB mixer [15].

Absorber

RT

Ampllifer

«saga»
Ch2 Dual-Ch ADC i'hl

800Ms/s,12bit "

Figure 4.11: Schémalie of the System setup.

4.3.2.2 Measurement resuit

Figure 4.12 illustrâtes the measured two-dimension amplitude and phase distribution of

near-field beam pattern. Obviously the phase spectrum hâve good symmetry, which indicates

that our measurement is reliable. Then by means of near-to-far (NTF) transformation, the

far-field radiation pattern can be obtained.
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Figure 4.12: Measured near-field amplitude (upper) and phase (loxver) spectrums at 600

GHz.

4.3.3 Comparison bctween near-field and far-field measurement

Figure 4.13 illustrâtes the comparison between the direct measured far-field beam pattern,

the calculated far-field beam pattern by near-to-far (NTF) transformation and the resuit

simulated by MoM/PO mcthod. It is obvious that both main-lobe and first side-lobe of two
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measured results accord wcll with simulation. The far-field beam pattern transformed from

near-field measurement bas higher signal-to-noise ratio than direct measured one, the second

side-lobe can also be observed. However, the near-field vcctor measurement needs two RF

sources and a long measuring time. It takes nearly 2.5 hour to perform a scan of an area of

lOOx 100mm2 while the direct far-field beam pattern measurement takes only several minutes

to finish the testing and only needs one RF source.

Angle(degree)

Figure 4.13: Comparison belween two measured far-field beam patterns and simulation.

4.4 Effect of HEB bias voltage and bath température on

far-field beam patterns

Many previous works hâve investigated the effect of lens and planar antenna on far-field

beam-pattem [16, 17], while fevv works hâve been donc to study the effect of HEB device

itself. Therefore, we measured the far-field beam-patterns of a superconducting HEB mixer at

different DC bias voltages and bath températures, and analyzed their relations. Ail

measurements were performed by direct far-field beam pattern measurement to minimize the
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risk of drift over time since it is faster.

Figure 4.14 illustrâtes thc measured far-field beam pattern at different DC bias voltages

of the mixer. It is obvious that the profile of beam-patterns does not change with the DC bias

voltage while the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decreases with the increase of the DC bias

voltage. This détérioration can be attributed to the decrease of HEB’s sensitivity.

Angle(degree)

Figure 4.14: Measuredfar-fielci beam pattern at different DC bias voltages.

Figure 4.15 illustrâtes thc measured far-field beam pattern at different bath température

of the mixer. Obviously, the profile of bcam-pattcrn doesn’t change with HEB’s bath

température while the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is deterioratcd when the bath température

increases. This détérioration can also be attributed to the decrease of HEB’s sensitivity. Many

previous works [18, 19] measured far-field beam-pattern by heating HEB to a température

slightly below the superconducting transition température. Oui* measurements prove that

heating is unnecessary since it not only accelerates the consumption of liquid hélium (if using

liquid hélium for cooling) but also decreases the SNR of measured beam-pattern.

In conclusion, both the DC bias and bath température don't change the profile of mixer's

beam-pattern since thc beam-pattern is mainly determined by the dielectric lens. However,

they will affect the signal to noise ratio of measured beam-patlem since the direct détection

sensitivity is dépendent on them.
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Figure 4.15: Measuredfar-fîeld beam pattern at different bath températures.

4.5 Conclusion

In order to make simulations more close to the rcality, wc dcvclopcd a quasi-optical

vector test System to measure the Silicon permittivity at cryogénie température. We found that

the différence of Silicon permittivity at tvvo températures (77 K and 295 K) does affect the

simulated far-field beam pattern of a quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer. So ifs

désirable to use silicon’s permittivity at lovv température in the beam pattern simulation of

cryogénie mixers. Then, for getting a better understanding of the beam pattern, we measured

the far-field beam patterns of the samc superconducting HEB mixer by using a direct far-field

measurement and vector near-ficld measurement System. Both measured results accord well

with simulation, while the near-ficld measured resuit has higher signal-to-noise ratio. Finally,

we investigated the effect of HEB bias voltage and bath température on measured far-field

beam patterns. Neither DC bias nor bath température affected the profile of mixer's

beam-pattem, but they affected the signal to noise ratio.
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Chapter 5

Investigation of a 1.4-THz

Quasi-optical HEB Mixer

Domc A, with an altitude of 4093 m, is presumably the most promising ground-based

observing site for THz astronomy [1, 2], Purple Mountain Observatory is planning to build a

5 m terahertz télescopé (DATE5) there, with onc important band centcred at around 1.4 THz

which is a frequency band where there is an abundance of molecular spectral lines and fine

atomic structure spectral lines (c.g., high-J CO, H2D+ and Nil). In this chapter, we présent in

detail the design, fabrication, and characterization of a 1.4-THz quasi-optical superconducting

HEB mixer integrated with a double slot antenna.

5.1 Mixer design

The 1.4-THz superconducting HEB mixer consists of a NbN microbridge, a twin-slot

antenna and an elliptical lcns. The NbN microbridge of 2 pm widc, 0.2 pm long and 3.5 nm

thick is fabricated on a highly résistive and natively oxidized Si substrate. As shown in the

upper plot of Figure 5.1, the microbridge is connected to the central conductor of a coplanar

waveguide (CPW) transmission line by two Ti/Au contact pads. The CPW line couples radio

frequency (RF) and local oscillator (LO) radiation from the twin-slot antenna to the NbN

microbridge. The twin-slot antenna lias a slot length L of 0.067 mm, a slot séparation S of

0.03819 mm and a slot width W of 0.005 mm. A RF choke filter with three altemating high-

and low-impedance quarter wavelength segments is adopted to prevent RF and LO radiation

from leaking to the mixer's intermediate frequency (IF) output. The superconducting HEB

device chip, fabricated on a 0.4 mm thick Si substrate, is mounted on the fiat surface of an

elliptical lens. The elliptical lens is an ellipsoid eut off at a plane perpendicular to its major
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axis, with a major axis length of 5.228 mm and a minor axis length of 5 mm. The extension

length of the elliptical lens is 1.149 mm, the structure of the lens is shown in the lower plot of

Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: SEMpicture of the planar antenna and a close-up view ofthe HEB device (upper)

and schematic structure of the Si elliptical lens (lower).
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Figure 5.2: Simulated S parameter and résistance of the double slot antenna.

Angle(degree)

Figure 5.3: Simulated E-plane and H-planeJ'ar-field beam pattern at 1.4 THz.

Figure 5.2 illustrâtes the simulated résistance, reactance and S parameters of the double

slot planar antenna by HFSS. Figure 5.3 illustrâtes the simulated far-field beam-pattem of the

superconducting HEB mixer at 1.4 TIIz. The beam pattern lias good symmetry in both

E-plane and H-plane, the full widths of main lobe at -3 dB level is 3.4° and the side lobes are
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5.2 Device fabrication

The fabrication of superconducting HEB device includes superconducting film and

planar antenna. The key element for a HEB device is an ultrathin superconducting film that is

typically with a thickness of several nrn. The thin superconducting film used in this thesis is

made of niobium nitride and is provided by Moscow State Pcdagogical University (MSPU). It

is deposited by DC reactive magnetron sputtering [3] that is the commonly used method for

the déposition of high quality superconducting films on substrate. In this sputtering process,

an argon ions gas, gencrated by a glow discharge, is fecd into the vacuum chamber. The ions

are accelerated by a DC voltage of some hundred Volts to a target consisting of the material to

be deposited. The material is ejectcd isotropically from the surface of the target due to the

momentum exchanges between the bombarding ions and the surface atoms. The nitrogen gas

is also feed into the sputter chamber to rcact with the target material. Aftcr fabricating the

superconducting film, the HEB électrodes, the antenna and the bonding pads can be patterned

by électron beam (c-beam) lithography, déposition of mctals, and lift-off.

The 1.3 THz superconducting HEB device was fabricatcd at LERMA by R. Lefevre.

Unlike conventional processcs adopting an additional superconducting interlayer to improve

the contact quality, we dcposil the Au contact pad directly on the NbN film after an in-situ

cleaning. Moreover, only one Au layer was used to make the contact and antenna structure

instead of two Au layers which represent the standard configuration in most of reported HEB

fabrication process [4]. The contact résistance close to the HEB microbridge is then reduced.

Figure 5.4 shows a scheme of the main steps of the HEB fabrication process. The detail

is as follow:

1. Déposition of a thin NbN superconducting film by DC reactive magnetron sputtering at

MSPU. The typical thickness of the NbN film is around 3.5 nm.

2. Patteming the HEB électrodes, the antenna and the bonding pads at the same time by

électron beam (e-beam) lithography, déposition of metals, and lift-off. For the déposition

of metals, the sample was firstly cleaned in situ by ion beam etching with argon. Then we

deposited 5 nm of Ti as adhesion layer followed by 200 nm of Au. Afterwards, we
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removed the resist with trichloroethylene and rinsed the sample in two baths of acetone.

In this step the length of the HEB was defined by the gap between its électrodes ranging

from 100 to 200 nm.

3. Patteming a rectangle mask across the two HEB électrodes. The width of the bolometer

(usually 2 pm) was defined at this stage.

4. Removing the unprotected NbN film, by reactive ion etching with SF6. An over-etching

has been donc to be sure that the unprotected NbN was completely removed

5. Removing the Ni mask which short-circuits the HEB électrodes. This was done by wet

etching with nitric acid at 69 % for 6 min. Then the sample was rinsed with deionized

water.

6. Covering the sample with a 10 nm thick SiN passivation layer to protect the devices from

the ambient atmosphère. This was performed by plasma enhanced Chemical vapor

déposition at 280 °C.

#1

NbN -3.5 nm

/

’ :

Substrate

Ti Au - 5/200 nm

#2 /
/

Ni 30 nm

SiN 10 nm

i \

Figure 5.4: Scheme of the main steps ofthe HEB fabrication process [4].
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5.3 DC charactcristic

The measured I-V curve and R-T curve of this superconducting HEB mixer are shown in

Figure 5.5. The critical currcnt is nearly 250 uA. Two superconducting transitions can be

observed at 5 K and 9.5 K, respectively, with the lower one due to the proximity effect at the

NbN-Au interface [5] and the higher one due to the NbN microbridge itself. The normal State

résistance is about 67.4 E>.

Figure 5.5: Measured I-V curve (upper) and R-T curve (lower) of the 1.4-THz

superconducting HEB mixer.
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5.4 Receiver noise température and IF bandwidth

5.4.1 Receiver noise température and analysis

The receiver noise température is usually used to characterize the noise performance of a

receiver System. The common way to détermine the équivalent noise température is the

Y-factor method, in which the output powers of the receiver in a certain bandwidth Af are

compared when the system’s input port is connccted to a hot load and a cold load. In our

measurement, the hot load and cold are 295 K and 77 K blackbody load respectively.

The Y-factoi is defined as:

P P + p
Y ol" ol 1 liot-load 1 receiver

P
ou! ,cold

P + P
cold—load receiver

(5.1)

where Pow hot and Puul cold are the receiver output powers with respect to the hot and cold

blackbody loads, Preceiver is the noise power of receiver itself.

According to Planck’s law [6], the thermal power emitted in the bandwidth Af from the

blackbody at a température T is given by:

P(TJ) = -f—&/ (5.2)
ek“r -1

where h = 6.626 • 10 1,4 J.S and kB = 1.38 • 10 J!K are the Planck’s and Boltzmann’s

constant respectively. In the limit of small/?/ / kBT, the Planck's law can be approximated to

Rayleigh-Jeans limit:

P(T,f)*kBTAf (5.3)

Then Eq. 5.1 can be written as:

Y _ = Gk„TimAf + ükaTraAf = 7]„ vTm. 4
Pm„,cM GkBTaMW + GkBTmAf Tm +Tm

where G and Trec are the gain and équivalent noise température of the receiver, respectively.

From this équation, the receiver noise température can be determined:
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(5.5)y _ Tho, y • Tcolil
Y-1

It should be noted that the approximation given by the Rayleigh-Jeans limit is no longer valid

when the frequency is sufficiently high or the température is sufficiently low. In this case the

équivalent blackbody radiation température is determined by the Callen-Welton radiation law:

hf.

+ — (5.6)T =T
1C-W 1 hf

kRT
e n -

2k,

For a cascade System composed of multiple amplificrs, the équivalent noise température

of the whole System can bc given by:

T T
T =T+ — + —^—+
1 total \ r' r- r'

Cr, G[G2
(5.7)

Therefore, for the superconducting HEB mixer, the measured rcceiver noise température by

Y-factor consists of threc parts: RF noise TRF, mixer noise Tmixer and IF noise TIF. It can be

expressed as:

T =T +Lssl+—Ll (5.8)
/ CC RF r ^ 2

^RF {<JRF{<Jmixer

The measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The LO source is a solid State

multiplier chain operating at 1.3 THz. The beam from the LO source is collimated by an

objective Teflon lens, and then coupled into the cryostat through a 12.5 pm Mylar beam

splitter. The cryostat has a 2 mm thick high-density polyethylene (HDPE) window and a Zitex

G104 infrared filter. The mixer intermediatc frequency (IF) output signal goes through a

bias-tee and an isolator, and is then amplified by a cryogcnically cooled low-noise amplifier

(LNA) of 35 dB gain and a room température amplifier of 40 dB gain. The IF output signal is

filtered at 1.5 GHz within a bandvvidth of 80 MHz and recorded by a square-law detector.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the noise température measurement setup.

Figure 5.7 shows the I-V curves of the HEB mixer with different LO powers, the optimal

région for noise température measurement is also marked.

Figure 5.8 shows the measured receiver noise température and the corresponding

receiver IF output powers of 295 K and 77 K blackbody as a function of the HEB dc-bias

voltage. Note that the températures of the hot and cold blackbody were calibrated to the

effective radiation températures of 296 K and 81 K at 1.3 THz in terms of the Callen-Welton

définition. In addition, the direct détection effect was compensated by adjusting the LO power

[7] to make the IV curves unchanged between the hot- and cold-load measurement. The bias

current changed 1 pA due to the direct détection effect at the operating point. The absorbed

LO power owning for adjusting is about 2 nW. It can bc scen clearly that the measured lowest

DSB receiver noise température is about 600 K, which is indeed a State of the art resuit, at a

bias voltage of 0.4 mV and at a bath température of 4 K. The low optimal bias voltage can be

attributed to the very small residual résistance.



Figure 5.7:1-Vcurves of the HEB mixer with different LOpowers, the optimal région is also

plotted.

Voltage (mV)

Figure 5.8: Measured receiver IF outputpower (right axis) for the hot-and cold-load at an

optimal LO power and the corresponding DSB receiver noise température (left axis), shown

as afunction of the mixer dc-bias voltage.

The measured receiver noise température in the previous section includes RF noise TRF,

intrinsic noise of HEB devicc Tmixer and IF noise T,F. Therefore, the estimation of RF noise

and IF noise is very important for understanding the intrinsic noise behavior of HEB device
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itself.

a) RF noise

Figure 5.10 shows the quasi-optical and electrical components in the signal path. The RF

optics of the receiver System consists of a 12.5pm Mylar beam-splitter, positioned under an

angle of 45°, a 2 mm HDPE vacuum window, a Zitex G104 IR tïlter, and the integrated lens

antenna without anti-reflection coating. Note that the IF gain is not included in Gtotai.

Beam Vacuum IR Lens

splitter window lïlter antenna |p

(lith, THt

True

Figure 5.9: Gain and noise température ofquasi-optical and electrical components in the

signal path.

In order to evaluate GRF and TRF, each RF component should be separately considered

because the RF components are at different températures, and they add an additional amount

of blackbody power (noise) depending on their physical température. Then the équivalent

input noise température T^of each RF component with a gain G is given by:

Lq=Tc_w{T)— (59)

According to Callen-Welton radiation law, Tc w (T) is related as stated in Eq. 5.6.

Using Eq. 5.9, we calculated the équivalent noise température and gain of each RF

component at 1.3 THz. The calculated results are listed in Table 5.1. The gain of the 12.5pm

Mylar beam-splitter is -0.97 dB (calculated from the transmittance shown in Figure 5.11) and

the équivalent noise température is 75.25 K. The total gain of RF part of the receiver is -3.35
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dB, and the équivalent noise température TRF calculated from Eq. 5.7 is 152.78 K.

Table 5.1

GAINS AND NOISE TEMPERATURES OF THE QUASI-OPTICAL COMPONENTS AT 1.3 THz

Gain (dB) Physical

Twmp(K)

Callen-Welton

Temp (K)

Noise Temp

(K)

Beam splitter -0.97 300 301.0 75.25

Vacuum Windows -0.56 300 301.0 41.05

Zitex G104 -0.22 77 80.9 4.26

Lens reflection -1.5 4 30.3 12.49

Lens absorbtion -0.1 4 30.3 0.7

Total -3.35 152.78

Figure 5.10: Transmission ofa 12.5 /un Mylar beam-splitter in thefrequency rangefrom 0.1

to 2000 GHz

In addition, we measured the RF noise of the superconducting HEB mixer by a method

developed by W. Miao [8], The measurement setup is the same as the one for noise

température measurement. At a constant bias voltage (e.g., at 1 mV), we simultaneously
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recorded the bias current and the IF output power of the HEB receiver when the HEB mixer is

slowly heated to its normal State. The IF output power of the HEB receiver needs to be

accurately determined for two different input radiation températures (77 K and 300 K). Then

we extracted the IF output power of the HEB receiver from the polynomial fitting of the

measured IF output power versus the HEB bias current (P-I) curves, as shown in Figure 5. 11.

According to this plot, the measured receiver IF output power versus input radiation

température (P-T) curves for different bias current can be obtained. It should be noted that the

mixer output noise decreases when the bath température of HEB mixer increases in the

measurement. We can estimate the effect of the decrease of the mixer output noise on the IF

AT P
output power by Ul" , where AToul is the variation oi the mixer output noise

GRFGm(Trec+T)

and can be calculated from hot spot model. Figure 5.12 shows the measured receiver IF

output power versus input radiation température {P-T) curves after correcting this effect. The

cross point of the IF-output-power Unes is the measured RF noise température value.

Apparently, it can be seen that the input RF noise température of the HEB receiver is about

145 K, which is very close to the calculated RF noise resuit of 152 K.

Figure 5.11 : The measured andfitted 1F output power versus the HEB bias current (P-l).
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Figure 5.12: Measured receiver IF output power versus input radiation température (P-T)

curves after correcting the ef'fect ofthe decrease ofmixer output noise on the receiver IF

output power

b) Antireflection coating

From the analysis of noise température and gain of cach RF component in a quasi-optical

System, we can find that the rcflection loss of Si lcns occupies near 50% of the total RF loss.

This reflection loss is caused by the mismatching of diclectric constant between Silicon and

free space and can be eliminated by coating an antireflection film on the surface of the Si

lens.

The reflectivity of the electromagnetic wave on the lens surface can be given by:

r2 = (—)2 (5.io)
n +1

where n is the refractive index of Si. When «=11.43, the réflectance is about 30%. A 1/4

wavelength impédance transformer can be used to eliminate the reflection. The impédance

transformer is a dielectric film with a dielectric constant of £ = and a thickness of 1/4

wavelength. In this work, we chose Parylene C film with a thickness of 35.5 pm to be the

impédance transformer.
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According to Eq. 5.8, the receiver noise température can be rewritten as:

T =Trp + (T. + —£-) (5.11)
rec /</• ^ V mixer f' v '

^RF 'J'mixer

Substituting RF loss, RF noise température (without anti-reflection coating) and the measured

T -

receiver noise température Trec into Eq. 5.11, we can get Tmjxtr -\ — = 207K .
G

mixer

When the Si lens has an anti-reflection coating film, its reflection loss becomes 0 dB,

therefore the new RF' loss becomes -1.85 dB and the RF noise température becomes 133.7 K.

Substituting them into Eq. 5.11, we can estimate the équivalent receiver noise température

with an anti-reflection coating film is Tnv = 450/^ , the anti-reflection coating can reduce the

noise température of 150 K.

In addition, we measured the receiver noise température of this 1.4-THz superconducting

HEB mixer with an anti-reflection coating on the lens. As shown in Figure 5.13, the measured

noise température is 450 K, which accords well with calculatcd resuit.

Voltage (mV)

Figure 5.13: Measured receiver équivalent noise température ofthe 1,4-THz superconducting

HEB mixer with an anti-reflection coating.



c) IF noise and conversion gain

After studying the RJF noise and gain, we also necd to know the IF noise température TIF

and conversion gain of the receiver System G,otai.

The HEB mixer is heated to its normal State vvhen measuring the IF noise température.

Therefore, the HEB device is as a résistance and the gain of the mixer Gm is zéro. Then the IF

output power can be vvritten as [9]:

(5.i2)

where kB is Boltzmann's constant, Af the bandwidth, PHEB the température of HEB device.

T is the reflection coefficient between the HEB device (normal State résistance, 67.4 Q) and

IF load résistance (50 £1), and can be given by:

t=rheb-r,f (5.13)
RHEB ^IF

In the measurement, wc recorded the IF output power of the HEB mixer at different

températures and plottcd the P-T curve in Figure 5.14. Then we linear fitted the curvc and

obtaincd the power P0 at THEB = OA' by oppositely elongating the fitted line. According to

Eq. 5.12, P0 can be written as:

PQ=G1FkBAfTIF (5.14)

Picking the other IF output power at high bath température and substituting both of them

into Eq. 5.12 yields:

P\~Po = G,FkBAf{\ - T2)Theb (5.15)

Combining Eq. 5.14 and Eq. 5.15, we can get:

T,F=Pa-^m--d-T1) (5.16)
P *0

T

where P0 is the intercept and —UML- js the inverse of the slope of the fitted line shown in
P ~ P

Figure 5.14. Therefore, the IF noise température of the 1,4-THz receiver System is:
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Tif = 17.7a:- [l-('67,40 50Cif] = \1AK (5.17)
,f 67.4n+5on

Figure 5.14: Measured IF output power ofthe HEB mixer at different températures and the

linear fitted line.

The conversion gain Gwto/of the investigated HEB mixer can bc evaluated using the U

factor method. The U factor is dcfined as the ratio of the IF output power at the operating bias

P295 to that at the zéro de bias without LO pumping Psc, and is given by [10]:

p
U = ^21

Psc
7295 + Trec, 2Q
1 balh r 1 IF

total
(5.18)

where Tbath is the effective radiation températures determined from their physical

températures by the Callen-Welton formula. 7V is the noise température ofthe IF chain. Trec is

the receiver noise température at the optimum bias point. Solving Eq. 5.18 for the total

conversion gain GU)tai yields:

=y<ZwL±ZO
2(7*+

Using this équation and the previous measured results of ÏF noise température and

receiver noise température, we calculated the total DSB conversion gain 2Gtotai as a function
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of the bias voltage at thc optimal LO pumping level (shown in Figure 5.15). It can be seen

that the maximum conversion gain is around -8 dB whcn the HEB mixer is biased at 0.4 mV.

Subtracting the contributions of the quasi-optical components (-1.85 dB in this case, with

antireflection coating) from Gtotai, the DSB conversion gain (2Gmixer) of the HEB device itself

is about -6.15 dB.

Voltage (mV)

Figure 5.15: Total DSB conversion gain as afunction ofbias voltage at the optimal pumping.

Finally, since the receivcr noise température, RE noise température, IF noise température,

RE gain and conversion gain of thc HEB device are ail known, wc can calculate the intrinsic

noise température of the superconducting HEB device by Eq. 5.8. The calculated resuit of

5.4.2 IF noise bandwidth

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the IF noise bandwidth of a HEB mixer is defined as the IF

frequency at which the receiver noise température increases by a factor of two.

The measurement setup of IF noise bandwidth is nearly the same as that of noise

température measurement. The différence is that the IF output power is recorded by a
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spectrum analyzer instead of the square-law detector. The Y-factor method is used to calculate

the receiver noise température as a function of IF frequency, as shown in Figure 5.16. The IF

noise bandwidth can be obtained by fitting the data in Figure 5.16 with following équation:

Tm=Top,{\ (5.20)
./ IF,3dB

where Top, is the measured receiver noise température at optimal bias point, / is the IF

frequency,/ifmb is the IF noise bandwidth. The value of/ifjjb can be determined when the

fitted curve accords well with the measured data. From the resuit shown in Figure 5.16, we

obtain that the IF noise bandwidth of this HEB mixer is about 3 GHz.

Figure 5.16: The IF noise bandwidth of the superconducling HEB mixer.

5.5 Intrinsic frequency response

The frequency response reflects the coupling efficiency of the mixer at different

frequencies. In this section, we use a compact Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) [11] to

measure and calibrate the frequency response of the HEB mixer.

Figure 5.17 shows the schematic diagram of the compact FTS System. This FTS consists
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of a Michelson interferometer with a mercury lamp providing broadband radiation. The FTS's

beam splitter is a 25 pm thick Mylar. The signal from the mercury lamp was modulated by a

chopper at about 27 Hz and the dc-current change of the HEB mixer was recorded by a

lock-in amplifier synchronized with the chopper. The FTS was operated in a

step-and-integrate mode. The maximum travel length is 41 mm and the step size is 10 pm,

giving a frequency resolution of 3.66 GHz and a frequency bandwidlh up to 7.5 THz.

Figure 5.17: Schematic diagram ofthe compact FTS System.

Hj-laiiip ” 1 Windowl
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Figure 5.18: Measurement setup offrequency response ofsuperconducting HEB mixer (upper)

and setup ofcalibration measurement by Si bolometer (lower).
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The measurement setup of frequency response is shown in the upper plot of Figure 5.18.

Apparently, it can be seen that the direclly measured frequency response of the HEB mixer

includes the émission spectrum of the broadband signal source SHg(v), the power transfer

function of the FTS System i-1fts(v), the air transmission rjair(v), the transmission of the optical

vacuum window and IR fllter rjwinjowI(v), the transmission of Silicon lens r/iens(y) and the

intrinsic frequency response of HEB device rjheb(v)- ln order to détermine the intrinsic

frequency response of the measured superconducting HEB device, we need to calibrate other

responses.

The calibration measurement was donc by a Si bolometcr, the measurement setup is

shown in the lower plot of Figure 5.18. According to two diagrams, the measured spectra of

the HEB mixer {SHEB (v)) and the Si bolometer (SBo/(v)) can be exprcssed as:

SHEB h) = SHS f) * Hrrs (v) * '?„„(>') * { v) * (v) * 1HEB (V)

SbAv) = Shs( >') * Ins ('’) * fl.ur ( 'V) * '7,„W,„,2 ( V) * >lc„, (V) * HS, ( V)

where t]/ens(v) is proportional to because of diffraction limit, ^cone(v) the throughput of the

Winston cône integrated in the Si bolometcr (a constant), tjsi(v) the frequency response of the

Si bolometer (a constant) [12], rjwindowi(v) the frequency response of vacuum window (2 mm

HDPE) in HEB cryostat [13], and rjwindoW2(v) the frequency response of vacuum window and

IF filter in Bolometer cryostat which can bc found in [14]. The spectra measured by the HEB

mixer and by the Si bolometer are shown in Figure 5.19, in which the air transmission

calculated using an atmospheric model [15] is also plotted.

The intrinsic frequency response of the HEB device i]//EB(v) can be determined by

dividing SHEB(v) to SHg(v), which can be given by:

„ /,a. Sheb{v) ,.rl„M(v)*rlc<»,Av)*VsM
’1heb(v)-—tt* rn—n— -ll)

SBol(V) fl„M {v)*rhanAV)

Since ail parameters on the right side ol’Eq. 5.22 are already known, the intrinsic frequency

response of the HEB mixer i]HEB (v) can be obtained straightforwardly.
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Figure 5.19: Measuredfrequency response spectrums of the HEB mixer and the Si bolometer

without calibration. The air transmission line is calculated using an atmospheric model.

The calibrated frequency response of the 1,4-THz superconducting HEB mixer together

with its fitted curve and rcsidual arc shown in Figure 5.20. Note that the singular data points

caused by the water-vapor absorption line (shown in Figure 5.19) were removed. The

calibrated intrinsic frequency response still includes the coupling efficiency between the

planar antenna and HEB microbridge and the intrinsic direct-detcction responsivity of the

HEB device. Therefore, we theoretically calculated the coupling efficiency of the double slot

antenna based on an infinité Si substrate using FEKO [16]. As shown in Figure 5.20, the

simulated frequency response of the double slot antenna is in good agreement with the

calibrated intrinsic frequency response of the HEB mixer, indicating that the intrinsic

direct-detection responsivity of the HEB device is nearly frequency independent. Note that

the normal stat résistance is used as the résistance of HEB device in the coupling efficiency

simulation of the double slot antenna. From Figure 5.20 we can also find that the coupling

efficiency is quite high in the frequency range of 0.8-1.5 THz.
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Figure 5.20: Calibrated spectral response (square Symbol) ofthe HEB mixer and the

simulated coupling efficiency of the twin-slot antenna (green line). Thefitted curve (black line)

for the calibrated response and ils résidual (red line) are also plotted.

5.6 Far-field beam pattern

The far-field beam pattern of this superconducting HEB mixer was measured by the

vector near-ficld measurement System introduced in section 4.3.2. We obtained the far-field

beam-pattem by mcans of the near-to-far (NTF) transformation. The far-field beam pattern

was measured at 850 GHz since we don't hâve two signal sources at 1.4 THz.

The System is made up of a test channel and a phase reference channel. In the test

channel, the LO signal is provided by a frequency synthesizer followed by an amplifier

multiplier chain (AMC) with a total multiplication factor of 54, while the RF signal is

generated by an AMC with a total multiplication factor of 72. The RF and LO signais

centered around 850 GHz are coupled to the HEB mixer through a beam-splitter of a 50

pm-thick Mylar film. The 360 MHz IF signal, after proper amplification and filtering, is

directly sampled by a high-speed A/D converter (ADC). The phase reference signal is

generated by a millimeter mixer instead of another receiver. The output of the RF (11.81 GHz)
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and LO (15.74 GHz) frequency synthesizers are fed into a 4 times multiplier and a 3 times

multiplier, respectivcly, to generate two millimeter signais at 47.24 GHz and 47.22 GHz. The

mixing of two signal by a Q-band mixer yields a 20 iMHz 1F signal, which is used as the

phase reference for the test IF signal at 360 MHz.

A raster scan which is 350 mm away from the aperture of HEB mixer and covers an area

of 100 x 100mm2 is performcd to mcasure the near-field amplitude and phase distributions.

The measurement results are shown in Figure 5.21. Obviously the amplitude and phase

distribution hâve a good Gaussian shape. Figure 5.22 shows the far-field beam patterns in

E-plane and H-plane obtaincd by the near-to-far (NTF) transformation at 850 GHz, with a full

width at -10 dB level of 3.4° in E-plane and 3.8° in Il-plane. Clearly, the main beam is well

collimated. The E-plane and H-plane sidc lobes are 15 dB and 20 dB bclow the main lobe.

Figure 5.22 also shows the simulatcd far-ficld beam pattern (by GO/PO method) is in good

agreement with the measured one.

2 4 6 8 10

X Position (cm)

X Position (cm)

Figure 5.21: Measured near-field phase (upper) and amplitude (lower) spectrum at 850 GHz.
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Figure 5.22: E-p/cme (upper) and H-plane (lower) far-field beam-patterns obtained by the

near-to-far (NTF) transformation. Simulation results are also plottedfor comparison.

5.7 Effect of lensfs extension length on the mixer’s

performance

The characterizations in previous sections are perfonned by the elliptical lens with an

extension length of 1.149 mm. In this section, we investigate the noise température and

frequency response of the I1EB mixer using elliptical lenses with different extension lengths.

The corresponding far-field beam-patterns, directivity and Gaussicity hâve also been
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simulated.

Four elliptical lenses with sanie ellipsoid shape but different extension length are

selected. The extension lengths are 1.109 mm. 1.149 mm, 1.189 mm and 1.229 mm

respectively. According to geometrical optics, the focus length c of major axis of the elliptical

lens is determined by the major axis length b and the dielectric constant^ :

Taking 11.43 as the Silicon dielectric constant, the focus length is 1.549 mm (including the 0.4

mm thickness of HEB device chip). Thereforc, when the extension length is 1.149 mm ail the

rays will focus to the major axis foci.

The noise température vvas mcasured at 1.3 THz using the Y-factor method. The

measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The measured double-sideband (DSB) noise

températures of the supcrconducting HEB mixer with four extension lengths are shown in

Figure 5.23. The supcrconducting HEB mixer was pumped to the same level by monitoring its

I-V curve during ail the measurements. It can be clcarly seen from Figure 5.23 that the

receiver noise températures arc independent of the extension length.

Voltage(mV)

Figure 5.23: Measured DSB noise températuresfor the extension length of 1.109 mm, 1.149

mm, 1.189 mm and 1.229 mm at 1.3 THz.
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The frequency response of the superconducting HEB mixer was measured by the

compact Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) mentioned in section 5.6. Note that the

measurements were perlonned at a température close to the HEITs transition température to

hâve a same direct-detection responsivity. The measured frequency responses are shown in

Figure 5.24. The normalized frequency responses show limited dependence to the extension

length too.

500 1000 1500 2000

Frequency(GHz)

Figure 5.24: Measured frequency responsesJ'or the extension length of1.109 mm, 1.149 mm,

1.189 mm and 1.229 mm.

In addition, we invcstigatcd the effect of extension length on far-ficld beam pattern. We

simulated the E- and H-plane far-field beam pattern (GO/PO method) of the superconducting

HEB mixer at 1.3 THz for the four extension lengths. As shown in Figure 5.25, the narrowest

pattern occurs at £=1.149 mm, which appears the best solution as the main-lobe widths and

the side-lobe levels increase at other extension lengths.
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Figure 5.25: Simulatedfar-field beam-patterns for the extension length of 1.109 mm, 1.149

mm, 1.189 mm and 1.229 mm at 1.3 THz

The simulated peak dircctivity and the Gaussicity (coupling effîciency) as a function of

the extension length are shown in Figure 5.26. The dircctivity lias a peak of 39.4 dB at

£=1.149 mm and remains vvithin 1.0 dB of the peak between 1.12 mm and 1.19 mm. The

Gaussicity has a peak of 90.98% at £=1.149 mm. Both peaks are centered at an extension

length around £=1.149 mm, which is indced the focus length of major axis of clliptical lens.

The beam-waist width was also calculated. As shown in Figure 5.27, the peak of 4.1 mm is

located around £=1.149 mm as expected. Similar simulations wcre donc at 850 GHz to

understand the frequency depcndence of the above parameters. As plotted in Figure 5.26 and

Figure 5.27, the peaks are mostly centered at £=1.149 mm too.

In conclusion, we found that the noise température and frequency response are nearly

independent of the lens extension length, but the directivity, Gaussicity and beam-waist width

are not the case. As far as the beam pattern is concerned, the optimum extension length is

equal to the focus length of major axis of the elliptical lens.
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Figure 5.26: Calculated directivity and Gaussicity as afunction of the extension length at

1300 GHz (upper) and 850 GHz (lower). The géométriefocus point is denoted by symbols.

Figure 5.27: Calculated beam waist as afunction ofthe extension length at 1300 GHz and

850 GHz. The géométrie focus point is denoted by symbols.
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5.8 Conclusion

We hâve designed and fabricated a quasi-optical 1.4 THz superconducting HEB mixer

using integrated lens/double slot antenna. Wc hâve thcn perfonned a full characterization of

the parameters related to the mixer's performance. The noise température measurement has

demonstrated a State of the art sensitivity (600 K) at 1.3 THz. We hâve characterized the

intrinsic frequency rcsponse of the HEB device by applying a new method, the RF bandwidth

is from 0.8 THz to 1.5 THz. The near and far-field bcam patterns of this mixer hâve been

measured, analyzed and compared to the simulation. The simulatcd far-field beam pattern

appears in good agreement with the measured onc. We investigated the effcct of the extension

lcngth of the elliptical lcns on the noise température, the frequency rcsponse and the far-field

bcam pattern of the mixer. We found that the noise température and frequency response are

nearly independent of the lens extension lcngth. but the directivity, Gaussicity and beam-waist

width are strongly dépendent on the lens extension lcngth.
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Chapter 6

Investigation of a 0.1-1.5 THz

broadband HEB Mixer

6.1 Mixer design

The structure of the broadband superconducting HEB mixer is thc same as mentioned in

Chapter 3. The HEB microbridge together with the planar spiral antenna [1] is fabricated on a

highly résistive Si substrate. The schematic of thc planar spiral antenna is shown in Figure 6.E

The NbN microbridge of 2 pm wide, 0.2 pm long and 3.5 nm thick locates in the center of the

spiral antenna, and is connected to the antenna by two Ti/Au contact pads. The HEB device

chip is mounted on the fiat surface of an elliptical lens with a major axis lcngth of 5.228 mm

and minor axis length of 5 mm. The extension lcngth of the elliptical lcns is 1.149 mm.

The operating frequcncy of thc spiral antenna is designed from 0.1 THz to 1.5 THz.

Parameters calculated from thc Eq. 3.10 are listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Parameters of thc spiral antenna designed from 0.1 THz to 1.5 THz

Frequency a 5 Max0 l'o d D

THz pm pm pm

0.1-1.5 0.32 1.5 11.2 5.5 8.4 300
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Figure 6.1 : Schematic structure of the spiral antenna.

The simulatcd input résistance and reactance of the planar spiral antenna are shown in

Figure 6.2. The résistance is about 80 Q and the reactance is small enough to be neglected

within the frequency range of 0.1 -1.5 THz.

Figure 6.2: Input résistance and reactance of the planar spiral antenna

In addition, vve simulated the E-plane and H-planc far-field beam pattern of this HEB

mixer at 0.2 THz, 0.5 THz, 0.8 THz, 1.1 TIIz and 1.4 THz, as shown in Figure 6.3. It can be
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seen clearly that thc main-lobe is strongly dépendent on the operating frequency, however the

side-lobe levels are mostly at -17 dB.

Angle (degree)

Angle (degree)

Figure 6.3: Simulated E-plane (upper) and H-plane (lower) far-field beam pattern ofthe

spiral antenna coupled HEB mixer.

6.2 DC characteristic

The broadband superconducting HEB device used in this thesis is made of niobium
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nitride and is provided by Moscow State Pedagogical University (MSPU) [2]. The measured

I-V curve and R-T curve of this mixer are shown in Figure 6.4. The critical current is nearly

93 uA. Two superconducting transitions can be observed at 5.8 K and 7.4 K respectively, with

the lower one due to the proximity effect at the NbN-Au interface and the higher one due to

the NbN microbridge itself. The normal State résistance is 113 ^2.

Voltage(mV)

Figure 6.4: Measured l-V curve (upper) and R-T curve (lower) ofthe spiral antenna coupled

superconducting HEB mixer
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6.3 Receiver noise température

The measurement setup of receiver noise température is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Since

this is a broadband mixer, the noise température measurements were performed at 220 GHz,

330 GHz, 500 GHz, 850 GHz and 1300 GHz. The LO sources at 220 GHz, 330 GHz and 500

GHz are Gunn oscillators together with multiplicrs, and the LO sources at 850 GHz and 1300

GHz are solid State multiplier chains together with signal synthesizers.

Figure 6.5 illustrâtes the measured I-V curves at the optimal pumping level at five

frequencies. The HEB mixer was always biased at 1 mV and 25 pA. The HEB mixer wasn't

pumped enough at 1.3 THz since the LO source output was too low. We can also find in

Figure 6.5 that the well-pumpcd I-V curves at 220 GHz and 330 GHz still show négative

résistance while the I-V curves at other frequencies don't. This can be attributed to the

non-uniformly absorption of terahertz radiation in the superconducting microbridge when the

photon energy of the incoming radiation is lower than the energy gap of the microbridge

hw<2A0 [3].

Figure 6.5: Pumped I-V curves ofthe HEB mixer at differentfrequencies.

Figure 6.6 shows the measured receiver noise température and the corresponding IF
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output powers as a function of the HEB dc-bias voltage at five frequencies. The direct

détection effect was compensated by adjusting the LO power [4] to make the IV curves

unchanged between the hot- and cold-load measurement. The measured uncorrected DSB

receiver noise températures are listed in Table 6.2. Note that the noise température at 1300

GHz is a little larger since the HEB device is not pumped to the optimal région.
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Figure 6.6: Measured receiver IF output powers and the corresponding receiver noise

température as afunction ofthe HEB dc-bias voltage atfivefrequencies.

Table 6.2 Measured uncorrected DSB receiver noise températures

Frequency(GIIz) 220 330 500 850 1300

Trec(K) 950 850 800 700 1500
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According to the analysis in section 5.4.1, wc calculatcd the RF noise and gain of this

superconducting IIEB mixer at five frequencies, as listed in Table 6.3. The calculated RF

noises are in the range of 23 K to 238 K.

Table 6.3 RF noise and gain

220 GHz 330 GHz 500 GHz 850 GHz 1300 GHz

Noise Gain Noise Gain Noise Gain Noise Gain Noise Gain

Beam splitter 2.42K 0.992 5.5K 0.982 12.5K 0.96 34.5K 0.897 218K 0.58

Window 13.2K 0.958 15.8K 0.95 16.5K 0.95 20.2K 0.94 42.6K 0.876

Zitcx G104 4.1 K 0.95 4.1K 0.95 4.1K 0.95 4.15K 0.95 4.27K 0.94

.... \

Lcns rcflcct 2.6K. 0.7 3.5K 0.7 5.2K 0.7 8.74K 0.7 13.4K 0.7

Total 23 0.63 30 0.62 40.2 0.61 72.8 0.56 238 0.334

In addition, wc measured the IF noise bandvvidth at 500 GHz and 850 GHz, as shown in

Figure 6.7. The calculatcd IF noise bandwidth is 3.4 GHz@500 GHz and 3.5 GHz@850 GHz,

showing no obvious dcpendcncc on RF frcqucncy.

Figure 6.7: Measured IF noise bandwidth at 500 GHz and 850 GHz.
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6.4 Spectral Response

A FTS System based on Martin-Puplett interferometer [5] was employed to measure the

spectral response of the spiral antenna coupled superconducting HEB mixer. The schematic of

this FTS is shown in Figure 6.8. The input signal is horizontal polarized at Polarizer 1, and is

then divided by a 45° wire-grid, Polarizer 2, into two beams (reflected and transmitted) which

hâve an angle of ±45° with horizontal plane respectively. Then they are reflected by a roof

miiTor and the polarization direction deflects 90 degrees. Therefore, both of thcm can pass

through Polarizer 2 and no signal return to input port. Comparcd to a Michelson

interferometer, a Martin-Puplett interferometer can provide a coupling efficiency much higher

and a frequency dcpendence negligible since the wire grid is used instead of the dielectric

film as beam splitter. The input ports of the FTS are two blackbodies with different

températures (77 K and 295 K). The blackbody is made by terahertz RAMs and has a

reflection less than -30 dB [6]. Roof mirrorl is fixed and Roof mirror2 is moveable. The

maximum resolution of the FTS System is 6 GHz.

Figure 6.8: Schematic of the FTS System based on Martin-Puplett interferometer



The directly measured spectral rcsponse by thc FTS can be exprcssed as:

^HEB ( ' ) ~ t-^295K ( ' ) ~ ^77K ( ' ’)-! * ^FTS ( V) * 77oplic ( V') !1HEB ( V) (^- ^ )

where SHEB(v) is the measured spectral response, Z?295A- (v) — B11K (v) the input

blackbody signal and can be calculated by Planck's law [7], i)FTS (v) the frequency response

of FTS System, 77 /t, (v)the frequency response of optical components in measurement

System, /;//£B ( v) the frequency response of MER mixer.

The supcrconducting FIEB mixer is operated as a direct dctcctor. The input blackbody

signal can be approximated to Rayleigh-Jeans limit in thc frequency range of 0.2 THz - 2 TFIz,

and then B295K (v) — B11K ( v) is frequency independent. What's more, 7jFTS (v) is also

frequency independent since thc rcflection and transmission of wirc grid is frequency

independent. Thercfore, thc directly measured spectral response by the FTS is the

combination of frequency response of optical components f]opllc (v) in measurement System

and the frequency response of HEB mixer rjHEB ( v).

As presented in section 6.3, we hâve measured the noise température of the

superconducting HEB mixer at fivc frcquencics. Therefore, we can obtain the heterodyne

spectral response of this mixer by using the measured Y-factor. Figure 6.9 illustrâtes the

spectral response of the HEB mixer measured by an FTS in direct détection mode and by the

Y-factor method in hétérodyne mode. Not surprisingly, the hétérodyne sensitivity closely

follows the spectral response measured with thc FTS. The data shows that this mixer has an

input bandwidth of 0.2 TFIz - 2 TFIz, the peak response of the mixer is around 0.85 THz.
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Figure 6.9: Spectral response ofthe HEB mixer measured in direct détection mode by an FTS

(left axis) and in heterodyne mode using the Y-factor method (right axis)

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we hâve designed and characterized a 0.1-1.5 THz wideband

superconducting HEB mixer using integrated lens and spiral antenna. The measured R-T

curve shows two superconducting transitions at 5.8 K and 7.4 K respectively. The noise

température has been measured at five frequencies, the lowest noise appears at 850 GHz. The

IF noise bandwidth has been measured at 500 GHz and 850 GHz, the resuit shows

no obvious dependence on RF frequency. We also measured the spectral response of the HEB

mixer in direct détection mode by an FTS and in heterodyne mode using the Y-factor method,

the heterodyne sensitivity closely follows the spectral response measured with the FTS.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The objective of this thesis is to develop high sensilivity superconducting HEB mixers

around 1.4 THz for the construction of the THz télescope at Dôme A on the Antarctic plateau.

This research work has concerncd mainly the design and the charactcrization of quasi-optical

HEB mixers using integrated lens antenna conüguration. Particular efforts hâve been made to

acquire a good understanding of the quasi-optical structure through a thorough and attentive

study on the simulation and characterization of the radiation pattern of mixers with integrated

lens antenna. Good agreements between simulations and experiments hâve been obtained and

one of the mixers dcvclopcd during the thesis has demonstrated the State of the art sensitivity

at 1.4 THz.

The main achievements during this thesis can bc summarized as follows:

1) A spécial vcctor test System has been dcvelopcd to measurc precisely the dielectric

constant of high-rcsistivity Silicon at 77 K and 295 K, a crucial parameter for the

lens design. We hâve then analyzed fie effcct of this constant on the far-field beam

pattern of the quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer and found that the

différence of the Silicon permittivity at two températures (77 K and 295 K) does

affect the simulated far-field beam pattern. So it’s important to apply the silicon’s

permittivity at low température in the beam pattern simulation.

2) Two simulation methods (MoM/PO and GO/PO) of far-field beam pattern hâve

been compared and analyzed in ordei to gct efficient and reliablc design. We found

that the MoM/PO method can givc a more précisé beam pattern than GO/PO

method. However, the GO/PO method is sti 1 ! itablc for simulations of electrically

large objects which are difficult to bc calculated by MoM/PO method.

Measurements of beam pattern at 600 G1 Iz hâve also been pciTormed by both direct

far-field method and vector near-field method, both measured rcsults accord well
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with simulation. Wc havc a!so found that the far-field beam pattern transformed

from near-field measuremcnt has higher signal-to-noise ratio than the direct

measurcd one. In addition, vve bave investigated the effect of HEB bias voltage and

bath température on measurcd far-field beam patterns. Neither DC bias nor bath

température affcctcd the profile of mixer's beam-pattern, but both affected the signal

to noise ratio.

3) A quasi-optical 1.4-THz supcrcondueting HEB mixer using integrated lens/double

slot antenna has been successfully dcvcloped. Full direct and heterodyne

charactcrizations including R-T curvc, noise température, conversion gain, beam

pattern (far and near ficld), RF and IF bandwidth are performed. The noise

température measuremcnt has demonstrated a State of the art sensitivity (600 K) at

1.3 THz. Wc havc charactcrizcd the intrinsic frequency response of the HEB device

by applying a new method, the RF bandwidth is from 0.8 THz to 1.5 THz. The

near-field and far-field beam patterns of this mixer hâve also been measured,

analyzcd and comparcd to the simulation. The simulatcd far-field beam pattern

appears in good agreement with the measurcd one. Furthermore, the influence of

lens’ parameters on the performance of this mixer has been investigated. We hâve

found that the noise température and frequency response are ncarly independent of

the lens extension length, but the directivity, Gaussicity and beam-waist width are

strongly dépendent on the lens extension length.

4) A 0.1-1.5 THz broadband supcrcondueting HEB mixer using integrated lens and

spiral antenna has been dcvcloped and analyzed. The noise température has been

measured at five frequencies, the lowest noise appears at 850 GHz. The IF noise

bandwidth has been measurcd at 500 GHz and 850 GHz, the resuit shows

no obvious dependence on RF frequency. The measured spectral response of the

HEB mixer in direct détection mode by an FTS accords well with that measured in

heterodyne mode using the Y-factor method.

In conclusion, this work has providcd a further understanding of superconducting HEB

mixers and achieved the State of the art sensitivity at 1.4 THz. Hencc, the results of this study

can be of use and of benefit to the construction of the 5 m terahertz telescope (DATE5) at
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